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• Propane
• Heating Oil
• Gasoline
• Diesel Fuel
• Kerosene

• Dependable Fuel Delivery for
Home or Business
• Easy Pay Budget, Fixed, Capped
and Variable Plans
• Heating, Cooling and Hot Water
Systems
• 24/7 Expert Service
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Commercial Energy
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315-415-3260

315-796-1603

118 State Highway 67
St. Johnsville, NY 13452
518-673-2681 • Fax 518-568-5056
www.superiorplusenergy.com
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Now Thru Saturday July 18th only!

60%

up to
on fine furnishings!

21st
2
1st Annual Tent Sale
....Bigger & Better Than Ever
Sofas • Sleepers • Chairs • Recliners
Bedrooms • Mattresses • End Tables
Cocktail Tables • Leather • Lamps • Accessories
You’ll save on a fantastic selection of name brand styles under the big top....

Special Tent Sale Hours:
July 15th-18th
Wed., Thurs., Fri. 10am - 8:30pm
Saturday 10am - 4pm

Even More In The Store
9785 River Road
MARCY
735-0732
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A Great Comets’ Season
by Daniel Baldwin

The Utica Comets got a
rude awaking when they
TPE]IHXLIMV½VWX'EPHIV'YT
Finals against the Manchester Monarchs. The team did
RSX[MRXLI½VWXX[SKEQIW
in Manchester. Utica fought

hard during these road
games, and forced them
into overtime. But the
Monarchs outplayed Utica in
these periods and grabbed
the overtime victories
(Game 1: 3-2/Game 2: 2-1).
The Comets found them-

selves in a 0-2 series hole,
but when they returned
LSQIJSVXLIMV½VWX'EPHIV
'YT½REPWKEQIEXXLI
Utica Aud., they managed to
redeem themselves and win
Game 3 (3-2). The team
was still in the championship
hunt, trailing the series 1-2,
and Comets fans still have
hope that the team would
win the cup.
“They’re going to have
a good comeback,” New
Hartford resident and Comets fan Anne Lansing said
before the start of Game
5 at the Aud. “Sometimes
they have bad days, but they
have many more good days.”
But Manchester silenced
the Utica crowd and ended
the team’s season after
recording victories in Game
4 (6-3) and Game 5 (2-1).
Comets’ fans desperately
wanted to see their home
team hoist up the cup, but
instead it was the visiting

(PICK UP AVAILABLE)

WE PAY
YOU $$$

CALL 315-794-5498

team that lifted the trophy
in front of the crowd.
Despite the team falling
one series shy of winning
the American Hockey
League (AHL) championship,
many Utica fans exclaimed
that it has been an exciting
hockey season in Utica.
The fan excitement and
championship quest began
in late 2014 when the team
won 21 out of their last 26
games.The team played way
down south in the state of
Texas and way up north of
the Canadian border, but
none of these games were
exciting or packed than the
Frozen Dome Classic, which
was played in Syracuse’s
Carrier Dome. According
to NBCSports.com, more
than 30,000 hockey fans
came to the Dome, on Nov.
22, to watch the Comets
and Syracuse Crunch play
a closely competitive game.
Utica lost that game 1-2.
While the Carrier Dome
made hockey history last
November, the Utica Auditorium made history of its
own on Jan. 27. Hockey fans
and players from around the
AHL league gathered for the
½VWX%,0%PP7XEV'PEWWMGEX
the Aud. More than 3,500
fans came to the Utica Aud.
to watch the AHL Eastern
and Western Conference
all-stars battle for conference bragging rights. The
Western Conference beat
the Eastern Conference
14-12. Many AHL players
played a big role towards
this game, but the Utica
Comets own goalie, Jacob
Markstorm stood out from
the rest of the players when
he was named co-winner of
the Turing Stone Resort and
Casino Most Valuable Player
Award. Markstorm allowed
two goals on 18 attempts in
XLI½VWXTIVMSHSJXLIKEQI
After the All-Star break,

Utica got back on track,
during the second half of the
regular season, winning 26
out of the 45 games played
MR 8LIXIEQ½RMWLIH
with a 47-20-7-2 overall
record. Utica then went
12-11 in the postseason and
was 7-6 at home.
The Frozen Dome Classic
and the AHL All-Star Classic
has been an intense and
exciting experience for
Comets’ fans and players. Although, a few fans
said that the intensity and
excitement, during these
two games, was not anything
close to the Aud’s playoff
atmosphere.
±8LITPE]SJJWEVIHI½RMXIP]
the best,” Tammy Cieslak of
New Hartford said. “The
atmosphere is good, the
crowd is rowdy, and we’re
one of the best places to
play in.”
New Hartford resident Eric
Barcomb has been to every
Comets home game since
the start. He is another fan
who said that the Comets’
home playoff games are
much more important than
all the other regular season
games.
±8LI'EPHIV'YT½REPW
has been the best,” and
New Hartford resident Eric
Barcomb said. “The AHL allstar game wasn’t really that
impressive to me, but I think
the playoffs here have been
the highlight of the season.”

The Comet’s season
upswing attracted more
hockey fans, especially the
ones in the Utica area, and
improved the auditorium’s
business even more. According to Hockeydb.com,
the arena had 40 sellouts
this season and received an
average of 3,700 fans per
game.
A lot of changes have occurred for both the Comets
and AHL during the 2015
offseason. According to
the AHL website, Utica will
move away from the Western Conference and play
in the North Division next
season, which is made up of
the Syracuse Crunch, Albany
Devils, Binghamton Senators,
Rochester Americans, St.
John’s IceCaps, and Toronto
Marlies. The Calder Cup
Champion Monarchs will
be moving to Ontario Calif.
and will have their team
name changed to Reign.
The league also moved four
more AHL teams to the
state of California.
Despite the conference
change, Comets fans, like
New Hartford resident
Denny Battista, said that the
team would have another
shot to win Calder Cup
½REPW
“We got a team that’s built
for this,” Battista said. “They
have a very strong core
group of guys and I think
XLI]´PPQEOIMX XSXLI½REPW 
next year as well.” T
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The right car seat makes for a safer ride for children
the directions for safe seat
placement and positioning
of tethers and safety belts.
You can watch videos online on how to install safety
seats properly, and many
seat brands may direct you
to an informational video.
Some First Aid and police
squads offer complimentary
seat checks to reassure parents that seats are installed
correctly.

Do the research and learn which car seats are the best options
for transporting children.

No matter what is stored
in the trunk, a driver’s most
precious cargo is his or her
passengers. Never is that
more apparent than when
children are on board.
Finding the right car seat
can be challenging.When
used correctly, such seats
can reduce the risk of death
by as much as 71 percent,
according the Safe Kids
Worldwide organization.
Whether you are buying a
GEVWIEXJSVXLI½VWXXMQISV
upgrading an existing seat
as your child grows, being
informed can help with the
decision-making process.
Access professional
reviews
A number of organizations
rate available car seats on
the market. Consumer
Reports and the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety
are just two of the groups
that provide ratings that
can take the guesswork out
of selecting the best car
seats. Regulations change
frequently, and car seat
engineers continually modify designs to keep kids as
safe as possible. Frequently
revisit car seat reviews to

check whether your seat is
still receiving high marks or
if it’s time to invest in a new
car seat.
Rear-facing, longer
Many experts now advise
keeping children in rear-facing car seats as long as
possible — even up to age
two.These seats are being
manufacturered to meet
higher weight limits in the
rear-facing position. However, always verify the exact
height and weight limit for
the seat by reading the
information booklet or the
safety data that is printed
directly on the seat.
In addition, know how to
safely use the seat, including which tethers should
be used in which seating
positions. Children should
sit in the back of the vehicle
away from airbags.
Learn proper
installation
Consumer Reports notes
that about 80 percent of
parents and caregivers
misuse car seats in one
way or another. Follow

Older children in booster
seats, which are designed
to position passengers correctly to make use of the
vehicle’s seat belts, should
LEZIETVSTIV½X8LIPET
FIPXWLSYPHPMI¾EXERH
on top of the thighs.The
shoulder belt should rest
directly in the middle of the
shoulder and not too close
to the neck.
Know the types
of seats
Children may go through
three or more safety seats
before they’re allowed
to safely ride using the
vehicle’s own passenger restraint system. In addition to
infant car seats, manufacturers offer convertible seats,
harnessed seats, belt-positioning booster seats, and
built-in safety seats. Many
children are ready to bid
farewell to car seats when
they reach about 4-feet-9inches tall.
Avoid used seats
Unless you can verify the
full crash history of a car
seat, it is best to buy it new
rather than from a thrift
store or on the Internet
from a third party. Although
car seats do not “expire” in
the traditional sense, they
are stamped with a use-by

Boulevard Trailers, Inc.

Model 100R

1,195

$
$

315-736-5851

boulevardtrailers.com

2 Oriskany Boulevard, Whitesboro, NY 13492

date. Materials in car seats
can degrade over time, and
harnesses may stretch. It’s
wise to replace car seats
after several years and treat
a new baby in the family
to his or her own car seat
instead of using a hand-medown.
Car seats can prevent injuries and death.They’re one
of the best safety investments parents can make, as
long as they’re researched
and used properly. T
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hello

Hello Again,
How about starting off
with a wee bit of Irish
blarney? It’s believed over
on the old sod that laughter
generated by Irish blarney is
a grand elixir for the soul.
My grandfather Tom, while
driving his new Model T
Ford truck, was approaching Cavan Town when he
noticed the engine was
chugging and then quit all
together. He unbuttoned
the two engine side bonnets
trusting he would locate the
trouble without walking into
Cavan to locate a garage.
A donkey was leaning his
head over a fence and said,
“Better check the gas line.”
*EMPMRKXS½RHXLITVSFPIQ
grandfather walked into the
village to a garage.While
chatting with the garage
owner he explained what
the donkey said.The mechanic piped up with,“Did
XLEXNEGOEWWLEZIPSRK¾STT]
brown ears?” Grandfather
answered,“I believe he did.”
With that the mechanic
said,“You can’t believe
what that jackass has to say.
He doesn’t know anything
about foreign-made Yankee
autos.”
A couple of weeks ago,
I received the grandest
welcome home I could ever
hope for. I was driving the
little red Spyder motorcycle west on Route 5 when
I met an Amish man with
horse and buggy heading
east. Before I could wave,
Grandpa Amish waved with

the mid-eighties. However,
I will admit one evening it
became so chilly we had to
wear lightweight sweaters.
Just like you folks, we had to
wear warmer clothes.

thoughts from our
publisher, Fred Lee

both hands.Thanks Grandpa,
it is great to be home again
and thanks for the memorable two hand wave.
Florida was nice but I saw
thousands upon thousands
of cars and not one friendly
hand waving.They can have
Florida. I will take the good
old Mohawk Valley and
its wonderful folks. Upper
New York State is home.
Home is where the heart is.
The heart longs to be with
family and friends in familiar
surroundings.
Even though it’s a little
GLMPP]XSHE]XMWMRJEGXE½RI
wee Irish morning – a gentle
rain, beautiful white cotton
clouds, sprinkled with sunshine. As Paddy would say,
“A great and grand way to
usher in a bright, warm, and
colorful spring.”
If you have been a regular
reader of Hello Again, you
know how I hate to brag,
so I will humbly stick to the
facts. Now that should give
you something to ponder.
Have you ever met a man
with blood in his veins from
the old sod who was humble or would stick to facts?
Well?
We left Florida due to bad
weather.The day before
we left the outside thermometer read 99 degrees
Fahrenheit. So you can see,
you were not the only ones
with a weather problem.
The next day, by phone,
a friend from West Palm
Beach said the temperature
had dropped way down into

By the time we reached
the border of Otsego County, the hills and tree tops
were covered with fresh
snow seeming to say,“Welcome home.We didn’t want
to leave til you got here.”
While I was in Florida, I
read in the local daily newspaper that Governor Perry
of Florida mentioned in his
second inaugural address
New York State, three
different times. I was pleased
that he was mentioning
New York, then I read on.
To paraphrase, this is what
he said – he was grateful to
New York State as it has the
highest corporation taxes
and the most business regulation in the United States.
He continued with – New
York, with it’s unbelievably
high corporate tax and business regulation is driving all
of their businesses out and
some are locating in Florida.
As a side issue he said,
±1ER]SJ2I[=SVO´W½RIWX
and most capable people
are moving to Florida.” It
would appear that native
Floridians think that New
York State is likened unto
their very own Santa Claus.
For those very same
reasons, upstate New York
can brag of having the most
empty factory buildings
and jobless, factory-trained
workers.
We received a plethora
of inquires concerning the
weekly chatter known as
“Hello Again.” (Webster
says plethora could mean a
bunch or even too many.) I
tried chatting about several
subjects but ended up with
four of my favorites –
friends/family, religion, the
Mohawk Valley, and politics –
with politics as my favorite.
I asked my wife – what
should I do? She answered
maybe I should start with a
new theme or line, that is
some other subject such as
animals or gardening. She
knows I do not have a green
thumb so that ended up
with animals:
I grew up in the country
and worked on farms.Yes,
I know about cows, calves,
horses, pigs, goats, sheep,
cats, dogs, deer, and even
woodchucks. I even recalled
that a neighbor had a pair

of donkeys. Being Irish, we
called them jackasses. I
thought I could chat about
the neighbor and his two
jackasses, but there I go
again drifting back from
those jackasses to politics
and politicians.
A few weeks ago via
national T.V., Ex-President
Clinton’s wife and former
Secretary of State, Hillary
Clinton, said these words,
“No job or employment
was ever created by businesses.” I guess we are left
to deduct that only government creates jobs.
I ask how could any person
with dreams of becoming
president of the greatest
industrial nation the world
has ever known, the United
States of America, make
such a statement? This
country had business owners with employees before
our government was even
formed.
Sort of reminds one of the
talking donkey – doesn’t it?
A special message to our
New York State governor:
Sir: It is great to read that
you are offering bountiful
opportunities for businesses
to relocate to New York
State. Our people – your
people – certainly need jobs.
However, this wonderful
effort leaves a serious question: If the leaders of this
state keep pushing for more
socialism, higher wages,
higher taxes, and regulations
– how long will they remain
when the cookie jar becomes empty? Will the old
standbys such as Remington
beat them with a fast draw
ERHPIEZI½VWX#
Be sure and wave – with
two hands when safe –
when the little red Spyder
putts along.
Are you searching for
answers to life problems?
There is a library contained
in one book which contains answers, and God has
placed teachers known as
TEWXSVWXSLIPT]SY½RH
the answers.The book is
called the Holy Bible and
the pastors can be found in
a church on Sunday. I would
like to believe the pastor
[MPP½RH]SYERH]SYVJEQMP]
there on Sunday. It is the
true American way.
Fred Lee
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Our area is rich in locally owned eateries... diners, restaurants, bakeries, fast food, donut shops,
farmers’ markets, produce markets, natural food stores and so much more!
This issue is full of options. Please enjoy our first issue of The Taste of the Region.
Look for the second in our August 7th issue! Missed this time around? Call us today... 315-985-9133

Original Herkimer Cheese - Cheesy Breakfast Bagels
by Al Dorantes
With over 65 years of making artisan
cheese products Original Herkimer
Cheese has added a fresh new items
to their repertoire: Cheesy Breakfast
Bagel sandwiches.
Besides traditional black waxed aged
New York cheddar and cheese &
nut balls and logs, Original Herkimer
Cheese is now the home of the Chutter Grill & Marketplace™. Chutter®
is cheddar that spreads like butter. It
is a unique mild cheddar spread that
is buttery smooth and lusciously rich.
Due to the unique nature of Chutter®
it is a registered trademark of Original
Herkimer Cheese. And now they have
added Cheesy Breakfast Bagel sandwiches, freshly made scrambled eggs
with your choice of Chutter® blend
on toasted bagels.
This third generation family business
is still owned and operated by the
Basloe family. A new test kitchen was
built in 2014 primarily for new product
development as well as recipe development. Out of the test kitchen came
fan favorites Asiago Bacon Horseradish
Chutter® and Bruschetta Chutter®.
The success of several recipes led to
takeouts on Super Bowl Sunday including Buffalo chicken pull apart bread,
pumpkin cannoli, pumpkin cheesecake
swirl bread – all made with Original
Herkimer Cheese Chutter®.

One of the hot items (pardon the
pun) to come out of the test kitchen
was the Cheesy Breakfast Bagel. These
bagel, egg, and cheese sandwiches with
choice of Chutter® were so well received that Original Herkimer Cheese
decided to offer the sandwiches for
sale. Early (very early) every Friday the
XIWXOMXGLIRMW½VIHYTERHXLIWERHwiches are made hot and fresh to go.
From 7-9:30 am on Fridays walk-in and
call in orders make Cheesy Breakfast
&EKIPWTVEGXMGEPP]¾]SYXXLIHSSV
Mary Basloe, has been developing the
recipes in their new test kitchen since
last July, with Valerie Hadden helping
handle the cooking, prep work and
construction of the breakfast sandwich-

IW3J½GIWXEJJXEOIWXLISVHIVW[LMGL
come by phone and by fax. Amanda
Flansburg said,“The fax and phone
start ringing around 8. It goes bananas!”
Since 1949 Original Herkimer Cheese
has prided itself on using only New
York State cheddar local products and
TVSHYGMRK½RIEVXMWERTVSHYGXWMRWQEPP
batches.The addition of the test kitchen and roll out of Cheesy Breakfast
Bagels is just another accomplishment
that will keep their history moving into
the future. Cheesy Breakfast Bagels can
be ordered by phone at (315) 8957428 or by fax at (315) 895-4664. For
more information, go to: www.OriginalHerkimerCheese.com or follow
them on Facebook,Twitter, Pinterest,
and Instagram. T

Food storage and safety tips
Buying in bulk can reduce
trips to the supermarket
and save you money.When
buying in bulk, you can cook
perishable foods all at once
or store foods for later
use.When taking the latter
approach, there are certain
storage and safety tips home
cooks can take to ensure
their food stays fresh and
safe to eat.
Be prepared
Before buying a large
amount of food, ensure that
your refrigerator and freezer
are in good working order.
Use a food appliance thermometer to get an accurate
reading of the internal temperature of the freezer and
refrigerator.The U.S. Food
and Drug Administration
recommends refrigerators
be kept at or below 40 F
(5 C), and the freezer at or

below zero (-18 C). A refrigerator or freezer that is too
warm can cause the growth
of unhealthy bacteria in
stored foods and decrease
the shelf life of stored items.
Purchase freezer-safe plastic
storage bags or containers
to hold divided food. Also
have a permanent marker
handy to label containers
with the date and type of
food enclosed.
Wash later
Wash produce and fresh
foods prior to eating. If items
are washed before they are
stored, the moisture trapped
can accelerate spoilage.
Lettuce and other leafy vegetables are the exception.
Wash these items and drain
thoroughly. Afterward, store
in a sealed bag with paper
towels, which will absorb
excess moisture.

Separate meat and poultry

FYVR[LMGLGEREJJIGX¾EZSV

Individual pieces of meat
and poultry should be
separated before freezing, as
this makes it easier to take
out the right portions when
defrosting for meals.

Bulk ground beef or turkey
purchases are another
popular buy. Place in a large
WXSVEKIFEKERH¾EXXIRXLI
ground meat as much as

Small, thin packages will
freeze faster and more
evenly than other types of
containers.They will also
defrost quickly for use later
on.
Keep hands clean when
handling raw foods by
placing one hand in a small
plastic sandwich bag to
grab the pieces of chicken
or meat.Then turn the bag
inside out on your hand
and the piece of food. Place
these wrapped pieces into a
freezer-safe bag.The double
layer of protection will safeguard against the formation
of ice crystals and freezer
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How shopping locally can help you and your community
often put a larger share of
their revenue back into their
communities. Small business owners may be more
inclined to employ local residents, giving more people
in the community solid employment. Business owners
may reach out and support
other neighborhood efforts,
such as fundraising initiatives
for charities and schools. By
shopping at local stores, you
have a hand in supporting
these efforts as well.
Todays consumers have
more shopping options
at their disposal than they
did in years past.Though
the Internet may put the
[SVPHEXSRI¬W½RKIVXMTW
more and more shoppers
are discovering that buying
locally makes for a superior
shopping experience.
8LIFIRI½XWEWWSGMEXIH

with shopping locally are
many, and the following
are just a few reasons why
shoppers may want to look
no further than their own
communities when planning
their next shopping excursions.
Keeps money in the
local economy
Locally-owned businesses

Save money
When factoring in travel
time and the cost of fuel,
shopping locally makes more
sense than driving to a faraway mall. In addition, repeat
customers who establish a
rapport with a local business
S[RIVQE]½RHXLEXWYGL
owners are more inclined

to price match or work with
PS]EPGYWXSQIVWXS½RHPS[er prices through suppliers.
Diversify your home
and lifestyle
Shoppers who prefer more
YRMUYIWX]PIWQE]½RHPSGEP
businesses cater to their
needs better than large
chain stores. Larger retailers
offer the same products
to customers regardless of
where those customers live,
so a person in California
may be decorating his or
her home with the same
furnishings as a person in
North Carolina. But local
shops tend to produce
more unique items that are
not available nationwide.

Promote
entrepreneurship
Small businesses are an essential element to the countryÕs economic growth. By
shopping locally, consumers
are showing their support
for this important segment
of the national economy.
Help establish
local pride
Independent shops
contribute to the fabric
of a community and what
makes it special and unique.
Tourists and other visitors
will be much more inclined
to remember a local shop
rather than a big chain in
a particular neighborhood.

When travelers want to get
a feel for a community, they
seek out small, local stores
that are much more likely to
stock a high percentage of
locally-sourced goods.
Attract other
businesses
Private and public sector
businesses tend to gravitate around anchor stores.
Should a local store be
successful, banks, restaurants,
salons, and other businesses
may move in as well.
7LSTTMRKPSGEPP]FIRI½XW
consumers in various ways,
many of which contribute to
a healthy local economy. T

Ed and Buds Grill
By Lisa Lauritsen
Ed and Bud’s, located at 16 W Main Street in Little Falls, is a dimly lit beacon of hope for
those craving the simplicity and welcome of an enduring neighborhood bar. It’s a place
for absolutely everyone, but leave your pretense by the door; the bartenders are friendly
[MXLSYXFIMRK¾MVX]ERHMX´WYRHIVWXSSHEQSRKVIKYPEVWXLEXWMHIXEPOMWPMQMXIHXSGSQQIVcial breaks during Jeopardy. I would highly recommend you go during the show, especially if
]SY´VI½XXSGSQTIXI
Famed for great burgers served with zesty homemade Mexican sauce and or melted
cheese. Classic domestic beer offerings and trustworthy daily specials include a variety of
delicious sandwiches and soups.The owner,“Moose”, is a fountain of Little Falls history; with
books and photos to illustrate.The business has been around since 1958, and he’s owned it
since ‘73.
Throughout December Moose serves up the jolliest batch of the iconic winter beverage:
The Tom and Jerry; a whipped warm froth of merengue and brandy. I for one would not like
to endure another harsh winter in upstate New York without sharing at least one round of
this rich delight with friends. It’s a Little Falls tradition that pulls even the most reluctant bar
goers out to enjoy the festivities.
Ed and Bud’s is a comfortable place to stop almost any time of day, to have a beer and relax for a while; meet with friends or strike up a conversation with someone new, either way
you’re probably going to love this place. T

from previous____________

possible. Use a spatula to indent the meat
almost through to the bottom in a grid pattern.This perforation allows you to access as
much of the frozen meat as necessary.
Defrosting
The USDA advises to defrost foods properly to avoid foodborne illnesses. Freezing
WYWTIRHWFEGXIVMEXVETTIHMRJSSHMRHI½RMXIly. Improper defrosting practices can cause
that bacteria to grow. If the food is not
cooked thoroughly, illness can result.
Plan ahead to defrost foods in the refrigerator. It can take up to a day for this method
of thawing, so plan meals well in advance.
A cold-water bath also can defrost foods.
They should be in a leak-proof package, and
the bag should be submerged in cold tap
water, changing the water every 30 minutes
so it continues to thaw. Small packages of
meat, poultry or seafood Ñ about a pound
Ñ may thaw in an hour or less.
Microwaves also have a defrost setting. Just
remember to cook foods immediately afterward if you defrost them in a microwave.

Purchasing larger quantities of food can
save money and time. Proper storage and
food handling afterward ensures meals will
be safe and tasty. T
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Close Call on the Erie Canal
by Larry Schnell
Our sailing trip to Florida and back involved
some 3,000 miles in the Atlantic Ocean,
the Chesapeake Bay, the Gulf of Mexico,
the Florida Keys, mostly without incident or
danger.We were happy to be almost home
this spring, when our fortunes changed and
we faced greatest danger of the trip in the
Erie Canal.
After taking our mast down in Catskill, we
began the last leg of our journey – the Erie
Canal. Intrada, our 40 foot sailboat, is much
more suited to open ocean than the tight
locks of the canal, and each lock was a challenge, with damns and cross currents alongside the lock, steep concrete walls someXMQIWXYVFYPIRX[EXIV;I½PPIHSYVXLVII
fuel tanks in Ilion to make sure we were not
short. A power loss could be disastrous.
Early June was rainy as we motored west
through the canal system. After Oneida Lake
and Three Rivers Lock, we turned north
through the Oswego portion of the canal.
On June 12, heavy rains pelted the area,
swelling the Oswego River with fast current.
The next day, two kayakers died on the
Seneca River portion of the canal, and parts
of the western canal were closed.
The Owego Canal remained open, but lock
masters advised boaters that the water level
was up over 2. 5 feet and within a tenth of
an inch of closing locks. Lockmasters warned
that strong currents before the locks could
make the approach dangerous for underpowered boats.
We were not underpowered and decided
to make for Oswego, aided by 2.5 knots
of favorable current.Water over the dams
that fed the locks was running high, as much
EWJSYVXMQIWXLIRSVQEP¾S[VEXI %W[I
approached each lock, we could hear the
roar and see the mist as the rushing water
tumbled over the dam. A strong cross
current pulled us toward the dam as we
approached the locks.We corrected for the
current, grateful for the Volvo diesel that had
not failed me in eight years. In the Oswego
Canal, I switched to a full fuel tank to avoid
any problems with fuel shortage at the locks,
giving us enough fuel to get to our home
port of Fair Haven in Lake Ontario.
As we approached Lock 7 in Oswego, the
lockmaster had the lock ready for us.We
eyed the rush of water over the dam to
our port side and compensated for the pull
of cross current. A hundred yards before
reaching the concrete wall separating the
lock from the dam, I detected stronger
current and pressed the throttle for more
power. Instead, I got less.The engine was not
responding. It sputtered in idle, providing little power. I worked it a few times, but there
was no power.

I called to my wife, Debbie, to prepare to
drop an anchor, a likely ineffective last resort. On the momentum of 30,000 pounds
and a prop barely turning, we inched toward
the safety of the concrete wall while sliding
helplessly toward the dam. In the following
seconds, I imagined Intrada caught on the
dam with two people, two dogs and two
cats, but beyond that there was little I could
do. It seemed like an endless a minute before we glided inside the concrete wall out
of reach of the current.
;IXMIHYTERH-RSXM½IHXLIPSGOQEWXIV
that with engine problems likely serious, we
would not be transiting the lock. I sat in the
cockpit for a while, enjoying the safety of the
lock and contemplating the fact that had the
engine failed a few minutes earlier, we’d be
on one side or the other of the dam. It was
just luck that we made it to the lock.
-PSSOIHSZIVXLIIRKMRIERHXLI½PXIVW
and saw no obvious problem, so I entered
the hold where the tanks and gauges were
located.The tank we were running on was
empty.We ran out of fuel.
“I thought you switched tanks,” said Debbie.
“So did I.”
I looked over the fuel system and discovered the problem. Diesels pump more fuel
then they consume and the unused fuel
is returned to the tank.When there are
multiple tanks, the fuel should be returned
to the feeding tank. I neglected to switch
over the diesel return valve and pumped the
tank empty.
This was embarrassing, as I had designed
and installed the fuel tanks, lines and valves.
As a Coast Guard captain, I am expected to do things right, and Debbie always
I\TVIWWIHGSR½HIRGIMRQI7LI[EWWMPIRX
when I delivered the explanation. At least
the four pets seemed unfazed.
Human error will never go away. It is not
accurately calculated for nautical failures, but
it is for aviation failures. An NTSB study of
aviation accidents between 1990 and 1996
divided human error into four categories
and calculated the percentage that each involved in the study period. Because in some
cases, multiple causes were found, the totals
add to more than 100 percent.
Skill errors: 60.5 percent
Decision errors: 28.6 percent
Perceptual errors: 14.3 percent
Violation errors: 26.9 percent
Human error is something we live with.
With luck, we survive it.
(http://www.faa.gov/data_research/
research/med_humanfacs/oamtechreports/2000s/media/0103.pdf)

The dam at lock 7.
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LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT
by Joan O. Scharf

age thirty two, nervous as a
school boy.

Pacing back and forth on
the sidewalk in front of the
Fleur Blanche restaurant
Nathan awaited the arrival
of Regina’s taxi. He hadn’t
been on a blind date since
college, and here he was, at

As he waited, he thought
over what had transpired in
the past six months to bring
him to this point. Involved in
an Internet book discussion
group, Nathan found himself
drawn to the ideas and val-

Primo
Pizza
1

#

at the Kettle

315-381-3231

The Most Unique Upside Down Pizza You Ever Tasted!

Weekday Specials
MONDAY - CLOSED
TUESDAY - 20” X-Large Cheese Pizza
9.95
WEDNESDAY - Small Cheese Pizza and 20 Wings 14.95
THURSDAY - 2 Large Cheese Pizzas (must buy 2) $16.00
(toppings $2.25 each - Extra Cheese $2.95)

$

$

Tax & Toppings Extra

Try our
Gourmet Pizzas!

Pizza and Wing Specials
(Everyday)

Sm. Cheese & 20 - $17.95
Chicken Wing,
Lg. Cheese & 25 - $22.95
Primo Margarita,
Lg. Cheese & 50 - $32.95
Philly Cheese Steak,
Everything Sauce - $1.00
(plus tax, Celery, Blue Cheese,
Chicken Bacon Ranch,
toppings extra)
Our Unique Upside Down Pizza!
Clinton & local delivery 4:30-9pm
Gluten-Free Pizza!
We deliver to Hamilton College
Tues-Thurs: 11am-9pm, Fri & Sat: 11am-10pm; Sun: 1pm-8pm
7756 State Route 5, Clinton Located inside Spaghetti Kettle www.primopizza1.com

ues of a person he knew as
Regina. After trading online
opinions for several weeks,
he asked for her phone
number, but it had taken him
another month of persuasive e-mailings to get it.

have Braille keyboards, and
software that transposes
e-mail and messages into
spoken words. They listen
to audio books and CD’s
besides reading what they
can in Braille.”

In their phone chats, they
½VWXHMWGYWWIHFSSOWXLI]
had read from the classics
to the contemporaries, and
eventually they talked about
the more personal aspects
of their lives. He learned
she was twenty seven years
old and single. She lived in
a nearby city working as a
medical transcriptionist, typing reports from physicians’
dictation tapes. Following weeks of increasingly
frequent conversations over
the telephone, she let him
know she was coming to a
RIEVF]SJ½GIJSVEFYWMRIWW
appointment, and he convinced her to meet him for
lunch.
Nathan looked at his watch.
She was late. It was eight
minutes past the agreed
upon time. It worried him
that during their conversations she had ignored his
suggestion to exchange
photos. Maybe she would
be disappointed by his
looks. Maybe there would
be something about her
appearance that wouldn’t
appeal to him. … Or maybe
she wouldn’t even show
up.

The two lingered over
coffee, neither in any hurry
XSPIEZI ;LIR½RMWLIH
Nathan asked to take her
home.

A Black and White taxi
turned the corner and
slowed to a stop. Nathan
felt his stomach lurch as he
walked forward in anticipation of meeting Regina, face
XSJEGI JSVXLI½VWXXMQI
When she stepped out of
the cab, Nathan didn’t say
a word. He couldn’t seem
XS½RHLMWZSMGI6IKMRE
was strikingly beautiful! The
sun highlighted the copper
tones in her light brown hair,
ERHXLITEPI]IPPS[SYX½X
she wore complimented
her tanned skin and slender
½KYVI*VSQLIVJEWLMSRable sunglasses to the pliant
leather purse slung over her
shoulder, to him, she seemed
perfect.
,I½REPP]ZIRXYVIH±6IKMna?”
She held out her hand.
±%VI]SY2EXLER#²
As he shook her hand, he
wondered what expression
was registering behind her

±2S FYX]SYGERGEPPEXE\M
for me. Thank you for the
nice lunch. I truly enjoyed
it, but there is no further
obligation on your part,
Nathan. You don’t have to
say ‘I’ll call you sometime.’ I
understand.”
2EXLERVITPMIH±=SY´VI
right, Regina. I’m not going
to say ‘I’ll call you sometime.’
I’m asking you outright, here
and now, if you will go out
with me again. Like tomorrow. How about a movie?”

mirrored lenses. He had
been told he was a nice
looking guy, but at the moment was quite unsure of
himself.
7LIVERLIV½RKIVWPMKLXP]
along his right sleeve, tucked
her left hand over his arm
ERHWQMPIH ±;IPP-FIPMIZI
you invited me to lunch.
Shall we go inside?”
The Fleur Blanche welcomed them by its charm
of homey country-French
atmosphere and the enticing
aroma of freshly baked
bread. With Regina still on
his arm he followed the
hostess to a windowed alcove where a table awaited
them. It was covered in a
blue and white checkered
cloth adorned with a simple
arrangement of assorted
[LMXI¾S[IVW
,ILEHLMW½VWXWYWTMGMSR
as she groped for the table
edge while he was holding
the chair for her, and he
knew for sure when the
waitress brought the menus.
With a brief laugh, Regina
WEMH±;IPP-GER´XVIEHXLI
French menu. Actually, I
can’t read the English menu
either, so you’ll have to do it
for me.” Her sunglasses
were still in place. Again, he
was at a loss for words.

±-HSR´XLIEV]SY2EXLER
Are you still here? This is
the point where my last
blind date excused himself
to go to the men’s room
and never returned. And
another time a gentleman
lasted all through a dinner,
then left …and left me with
the bill.”
Nathan could the brittle
pain in her voice. He put his
hand over hers with a reEWWYVMRKWUYII^I ±-´QLIVI
Regina, and I’m not about to
leave. I’ve invested over six
months to get to meet you
and you’re not getting away
that easily.”
Lunch went well. They
conversed comfortably,
avoiding the delicate subject
of her eyesight. She had a
dainty way of touching her
JSSH[MXLXLI½RKIVXMTWSJ
her left hand to position her
fork or spoon, and the only
help she needed was in the
placement of the cup of hot
coffee.
%XXIQTXMRKXSWXM¾IE
thought that repeatedly
crossed his mind, his curiSWMX]½REPP]KSXXLIFIWXSJ
LMQ ±6IKMRE[II\GLERKIH
e-mails. How do you use a
computer?”
7LI½HKIXIH[MXLXLIRETOMRSRLIVPET ±8LIFPMRH

A movie! It slipped out
before he thought about it.
After a brief pointed silence,
they both started to laugh.
±;IPPLS[EFSYXE[EPOMR
the park instead, and there’s
a jazz concert this week-end
I’d like to take you to. What
do you say?” He looked at
her anxiously.
Regina slowly turned
XSJEGILMQ ±-PMOIH]SYV
sincerity and felt connected
to you from the beginning of
our computer and telephone discussions, Nathan.
I could see with my heart
that you have a kind and
loving spirit, and now I know
that even blindness doesn’t
matter to you. You are a
good person.” She carefully
placed both hands on his
GLIWXERHWEMH±1IIXMRK
someone over the internet
can be deceiving. I was
nervous and scared, so I had
to be sure. I hope you will
forgive me…”
She took off her sunglasses.
He could see her eyes were
hazel green, even prettier
than he had imagined. She
KE^IHYTEXLMQ ±2EXLER
your eyes are blue.” Smiling,
WLIGSRXMRYIH±=SYTEWWIH
the test. I can take you up
on that movie offer after
all…”
Once again, Nathan was
speechless.T
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Oliver’s Ocean

By Terry Berkson

*VEROJSVX2I[=SVO %WGIRMGX[SPERI
FPEGOXSTVMHIXSSOQIXS&YXGLIV
*MRHMRKPE]MRKLIRWTVSZIHHMJ½GYPXXLMW 6SEH8LIWTVIEHRS[GEPPIH'ER%Q
]IEV1E]FIMX[EWXLIEZMER¾YXLEX
*EVQW[EWSRGIEHEMV]JEVQ8LI
LEWXEOIRQMPPMSRGLMGOIRWSVXLI
REQISJXLITPEGIMWHYIXSXLIJEGX
JEGXXLEX-[EWPSSOMRKJSVIKKPE]IVW
XLEX3PMZIVMWSVMKMREPP]JVSQ'EREHE
PEXIVMRXLIWTVMRKXLERYWYEP3RISJ
ERHLMW[MJI7LEYREMWJVSQ8LI7XEXIW
Q]WYTTPMIVWLEHEPVIEH]VSXEXIHXLI
7MRGIXLI]EVVMZIHSRXLIJEVQJSYV
KMVPW[LSWITVSHYGXMSR[EWWPS[MRK
]IEVWEKSXLI]´ZILEXGLIHX[SPMXXPI
HS[R8LSWIEVIYWYEPP]XLIFMVHW-KIX
GLMGOWSJXLIMVS[R6LMERREERH
8LITVMGIMWVMKLXERHHYIXSQEXYVMX]
%ZIV]
XLIIKKWEVISJXIREPSXFMKKIV %RSXLIV
3PMZIV[LSMWRS[]IEVWSPHKVI[
TSYPXV]QER-HIEP[MXL[EWLMXF]
YTSREHEMV]JEVQ[LIVIGLMGOIRW
EJS\XLEXQEWWEGVIHEXLMVHSJLMW
[IVIVEMWIHSREGEWYEPFEWMW±&YX-´ZI
±LIVH²2S[LI[EWR´XEFSYXXSTEVX
EP[E]WLEHEXLMRKJSVGLMGOIRW²LI
[MXLER]SJLMW+SPHIR'SQIXWXLEX
[IVI±PE]MRKJSSXFEPPW²PEWX]IEV-HMHR´X WE]W±%RHRS[-´ZIVIEPM^IHQ]HVIEQ
SJLEZMRKEREPPREXYVEPSTIVEXMSR
FIPMIZIMXYRXMPSRISJXLIGLMGOIRW-
[LIVIQ]KMVPWGERJSVEKIJVIIVERKI
FSYKLXJVSQLMQPEMHXLIFMKKIWXIKK
ERHEPWSIEXXLISVKERMGJSSHXLEX-
IZIVSRSYVJEVQ°XLIZIV]½VWXHE]
KVS[²7MRGIXLIMRGITXMSRSJ'ER%1
WLIEVVMZIH2S[HIWTIVEXIJSVJVIWL
*EVQWPMXIVEPP]LYRHVIHWSJXLSYWERHW
YREHYPXIVEXIHIKKW-[EW[SVOMRKSR
SJIKKWLEZITEWWIHXLVSYKL3PMZIV´W
ER%QMWLRIMKLFSV[LSWEMHMX[SYPH
FIHMJ½GYPXXSGSRZMRGILMW[MJIXSKMZI EUYEXMGIKKGPIERIVETVM^IH
WIGSRHLERH½RHXLEXEPPS[WLMQXS
YTWSQISJLIVXVIEWYVIHXVSSTFYX
LI´HXV]-XPSSOIHPMOI-´HLEZIXSWIXXPI [EWLKVEHIERHTEGOEKIHS^IR
IKKWERLSYV3PMZIVWE]WXLEXRS[
JSVTYPPIXWERHQE]FI[EMXXMPP%YKYWX
LIGSYPHIEWMP]KIXJSVXLI
FIJSVIXLI]´HWXEVXPE]MRK0EWX]IEV
QEGLMRIXLEX[SYPHGSWXRI[
FIJSVIHIIT[MRXIVWIXMR-KEZIQ]
,I´WSFWIVZIHXLEX±)KKSTIVEXMSRW
¾SGOXSERIMKLFSV[LMGLJVIIHYWYT
MRQSWXGSYRXVMIWEVSYRHXLI[SVPH
JSVERI\XIRHIHXVMTHS[RWSYXL
HSR´X[EWLXLIMVIKKW² 8LITVSGIHYVI
-VSRMGEPP]XLISXLIVHE][LIR-[EW
WIIQWXSFITIGYPMEVXSXLI9RMXIH
EFSYXXSKMZIYTSRQ]IKKPE]IV
7XEXIWERH'EREHE[LIVITISTPIEVI
WIEVGLEJVMIRHJVIWLYTJVSQ*PSVMHE
QSVIWUYIEQMWLEFSYXWXEMRWSVWPMKLXP]
ORI[WSQIFSH][LSORI[WSQIFSH] WSMPIHIKKW±)ZIV]XLMRKXLEXGSQIW
[LSLEHVIGIRXP]WXEVXIHYTERSVKERMG SYXSJEGLMGOIRGSQIWSYXSJXLI
GLMGOIRJEVQ %JI[TLSRIGEPPWPEXIV-
WEQITPEGI²3PMZIVWXEXIHMR[E]SJ
[EWXEPOMRKXS3PMZIV%IWGLPMQERR[LS I\TPEREXMSR3RIQERYEPSRVEMWMRK
[EWVYRRMRK3PMZIV´W3VKERMG)KKWE
GLMGOIRWWYKKIWXWGPIERMRKEWSMPIHIKK
FMVHSTIVEXMSRWIXYTRIEVF]XS
[MXLWXIIP[SSP 8LITYVTSWISJXLI

HV]GPIERMRKQIXLSHMWXSTVIWIVZIXLI
[EXIVWSPYFPITVSXIGXMZIGSEXMRKSRER
IKKXLEXSRGI[EWLIHE[E]PIEZIWXLI
IKKQSVIZYPRIVEFPIXSGSRXEQMREXMSR
6IJVMKIVEXMSRQEOIWYTJSVXLIVIQSZEP
SJXLITVSXIGXMZIGSEX
%JXIVHIQSRWXVEXMRKXLIIKK
[EWLMRKTVSGIHYVIXLEX[EWHSRI
MREGSRZIVXIHQMPOLSYWI3PMZIV
WXIIVIHQIMRXSXLIQEMRTEVXSJ
XLIJSVQIVHEMV]FEVR[LIVI-[EW
ORSGOIHSZIVF]EWIIQMRKP]IRHPIWW
SGIERSJGLMGOIRW)ZIRXLIRSMWI[EW
MQTVIWWMZI°GPYGOWEWIGSRH-
KYIWWWSQILIRWEVKYIWSQIKSWWMT
ERHWSQIFVEKEFSYXEFMKIKKXLI]
NYWXPEMH'YVMSWMX]QEHIXLIVIHERH
[LMXI-WEWQSZIXS[EVHWYWPMOIE[EZI
-WEGLMGOIRWEVIXLIVIWYPXSJGVSWWMRK
E6LSHI-WPERH6IHQEPI[MXLE;LMXI
0IKLSVRJIQEPI8LI]EVIVIPEXMZIP]
GEPQFMVHWXLEXWYVTVMWMRKP]HMHR´X¾II
[LIRLI[IRXXSTMGOXLIQYT
;LMPIWIPIGXMRKXLILIRW-[EWEFSYX
XSFY]3PMZIVTVSZIHXSFIE[EPOMRK
IRG]GPSTIHMEEFSYXGLMGOIRW±8LI]
RIIHTIVGIRXTVSXIMRMRXLIMVHMIX²
LIWEMH±8LMWLIPTWXLIQTVSHYGI
FMKKIVWXVSRKIVIKKW²,IEPWSWEMHXLEX
PMQIWXSRIMRJIIHLIPTWQEOIWXVSRKIV
WLIPPWERHXLEX]SYGERXIPP[LEXGSPSV
XLIIKK[MPPFIF]XLIGSPSVSJXLI
GLMGOIR´WIEV-RKIRIVEP]SYRKGLMGOIRW
PE]HEVOIVWXVSRKIVIKKW;LIRXLI]
TYPPSYXIEGLSXLIV´WJIEXLIVWMXQE]
MRHMGEXIETVSXIMRHI½GMIRG]±-J]SY
GERWTEGIX[S½RKIVWFIX[IIRELIR´W
TIPZMGFSRIWMXQIERWWLIMWPE]MRK
[IPP² 8LI[E]3PMZIVLERHPIHXLIFMVHW
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$100 Contest Winner

You could be the next lucky reader

AN OLD HABIT
By Joan O. Scharf
Edna stood by her kitchen stove
stirring and jabbing at the contents of
the pan. As the sauce slowly simmered
and bubbled, her anger and resentment
boiled inside. How dare they! It was a
rotten shame. She had been the front
desk secretary at Midi Manufacturing
'SQTER]JSVJSVX]½ZI]IEVWERHXLMW
week they let her go…just like that.
She kept going over it in her mind.

Kathy Bacher, is our lucky winner! Now $100 richer... you could be
next!! See contest rules on page 36 for instructions and this issue’s
cleadline!
This week’s lucky winner is Kathy Bacher of Herkimer. She
picked up her winning copy at the Herkimer Curves. Kathy
XSPHYWXLEXWLIVIEPP]IRNS]WVIEHMRK)(-836ERHPSSOWJSV
her copy faithfully.
;LEXEXXVEGXWLIVXS)(-836#7LIWE]W±-PSZIXLIGSPSVfulness of the ads.They are so well done and really catch
]SYVI]I-EPWSPSZIXLIZEVMIX]SJEVXMGPIWMR)(-836-XMWE
pleasure to sit down with and read.
Kathy was born and raised in Ilion but moved to Herkimer
after she was married. She loves this area and likes to see all
that the local businesses have to offer.
'SRKVEXYPEXMSRW/EXL][IEX)(-836XLERO]SYJSVFIMRK
a loyal reader! See the clue for this issue on page 36. Good
luck to all our faithful readers!

The Mohawk Homestead
62 E. Main Street, Mohawk, NY 13407
Providing quality care for over 120 years

She loved her work at Midi Manufacturing. It was more than just a job;
it was her life. She had started there
right out of high school. Tall, attractive
ERHIJ½GMIRXMRXLIIEVP]]IEVWWLI
made a favorable impression on the
sales representatives who stopped by
XLIHIWO7LI[EWRSXEFSZI¾MVXMRKE
bit, at one time even being engaged for
several months. That was the closest
she came to marriage. Obsessed with
work, she couldn’t bring herself to
divide her loyalties.
Every morning without fail she arrived
early to make the coffee, water her
plants, and dust the furniture. She
stayed late to make sure all appointQIRXW[IVIGSR½VQIHIZIV]PEWXMXIQ
½PIHERHIZIV]QEKE^MRIPIJXXMH]7LI
rarely missed a day. They depended
on her.
Things had come to a head last
month when Mrs. Jenkins, her long time
supervisor, retired and was replaced
by that cocky little fellow, Dirk Lightner.
Edna remembered how he called her
MRXSLMWSJ½GIPEWX;IHRIWHE],IWEX
behind his desk, twirling slowly from
side to side on his swivel chair. “So,
Edna. You’ve been with Midi a good
many years. Have you considered
VIXMVIQIRX#²
Edna had, and the thought frightened
her, but she wasn’t about to tell him
that.
“No, I haven’t,” she replied evenly
Mr. Lightner rubbed the back of his
neck uncertainly. “Well now, I think
]SYWLSYPH %XWM\X]½ZI]SYHIWIVZI
to relax and enjoy life. That’s why Midi

Manufacturing is offering you a nice
severance package.”

long, Edna decided to make an exceptional farewell dish.

“No thank you. I prefer to stay.”

The scent of garlic and tomatoes
drifted up from the pan as Edna, with
lips pressed together, added seasoning and with renewed determination
continued to stir.

Mr. Lightner squirmed in his chair.
±)HRE]SY´VIQEOMRKXLMWHMJ½GYPX²,I
took a deep breath.“I’m sorry, but
your severance will be in your next
TE]GLIGOERH]SYVPEWXSJ½GMEPHE][MXL
us will be tomorrow.” He added,“And
you can come in on Friday to clean out
your desk.”
Edna, mortally wounded, had not let
her expression give any indication of
her emotional turmoil. Priding herself
on retaining control, she answered,
“I understand.” She straightened her
shoulders and left quietly, but knew she
would never understand.
2S[EHNYWXMRKXLI¾EQIYRHIVXLI
saucepan, she recalled how things had
gradually changed over the years at
Midi, and in Edna’s opinion, not for the
better.When the company expanded and installed computers, she was
forced to give up her typewriter. She
hated the computer. Pounding the
keys of a typewriter gave her a visceral
satisfaction that she could not elicit
from the computer. And most of the
new secretaries they hired were very
young, she thought. A bunch of chippies; short termers waiting for the right
guy.
In spite of her disdain, she tried her
best to get along with them, frequently bringing in her own home baked
goodies and special casseroles to
share with the staff at lunch. Edna
was a born cook who went by taste
and experience rather than follow a
recipe. It was her only hobby, and she
knew she was good. Darn good. Her
chicken Kiev was among the best. Her
wine marinated pork tenderloin drew
raves and her elaborate desserts were
delicious as well as admired works of
art. Since she had no family and few
friends, fellow employees were the
lucky recipients of her culinary skills.
Edna feigned humility, even indifference;
in truth, she basked in the praise and
attention. But now, faced with the loss
of a lifestyle she had relied on for so

Today she was holding Dirk Lightner
to his promise of an extra day to clean
out her desk and remove her personal
QIQIRXSIWJVSQXLISJ½GI&MK(IEP
she sniffed. She was seething at the
thought of packing up her Norman
6SGO[IPPTVMRXWLIVTSXSJ)RKPMWLMZ]
her solid brass desk clock. The one
memory she could depend on was of
Dirk Lightner…that shifty-eyed pudgy
twit…sitting across from her telling her
she was through. Despicable!
*SVLIV½REPHE]EX1MHM1ERYJEGturing, Edna was preparing a pan of
lasagna…one with a special sauce; a
very special sauce, all her own. A few
hours on the Internet, and she had
found the necessary information. An
acquaintance was a pharmacist with
huge gambling debts; therefore, a surreptitious trade was negotiated. Her
lasagna would be a show-stopper.
%½XXMRKKSSHF]ITEVX]WLIWQMPIH
grimly. Just one tiny bite and it would
be all over. Her secret ingredient was
very powerful. Dirk Lightner, as usual,
[SYPHFI½VWXMRPMRIXSWEQTPIMXERH
anyone else in that secretarial cesspool
who wanted to join him for lunch
would be welcome. She wasn’t concerned about her own future. He had
already taken that away from her.
The basil she was chopping and
adding to the sauce smelled wonderful.
She always used fresh basil, never dried.
It was so much better, she thought. As
she considered which baking dish she
WLSYPHGLSSWIXLI[LMXI¾YXIHSRI
SVXLI]IPPS[[MXLXLIFVMKLX¾S[IVIH
pattern, she scooped up a fragrant
spoonful of the sauce, blew on it and
XEWXIHXSXIWXXLI¾EZSV4IVJIGX
Her eyes slowly widened in horror as
WLIVIEPM^IH[LEXWLILEHHSRI
Old habits die hard. T

Oliver’s Ocean from previous _________________________________________
Enjoy the home-like comfort and dedicated staff
at our small and beautiful Adult Care Facility.

different breeds so that he could produce a package of
green, blue, brown, red and white etc. and label the trendy
mixture Oliver’s Designer Eggs. “But,” he assured.“No
matter what color my eggs are, they’ll always be organic.”

• Quaint, clean and comfortable private & semi-private
rooms (currently available)
• Temporary (respite) and long-term care in a positive
family atmosphere
• 24 Hour supervision by medical professionals
• Case management to help with Medicaid, Medicare and
VA benefits
• Delicious home-cooked meals
• Onsite unisex salon with perms, cuts & color
• Stimulating and creative activity programs
• Dedicated Skype laptop to stay in touch with friends &
family
“Where your family becomes a member of ours.”

www.mohawkhomestead.org

315-866-1841

Thursday is a local delivery day for Oliver’s wife Shauna
who heads out egg-loaded with kids in tow to nearby
Mohawk Valley customers like the Nail Creek Pub,The Tailor
and the Cook,Tom’s Natural Food,The Little Place on Main
and The Locavore. Oliver’s Organic Eggs are also shipped to
Albany, New York City, New Jersey and Connecticut. During
the extended interview it was obvious that I was keeping
XLIJEVQIVJVSQLMWQER]GLSVIWWS½REPP]-TYXERIKKMRQ]
shoe and beat it.

made it obvious that he loves chickens and the chicken
business. He even talked enthusiastically about acquiring

2S[XS½RH6SQISXLIVSSWXIV°XSTVITEVIJSVLEXGLMRK
some chicks for my visiting grandchildren.. T
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Joe the Bartender
- more than a mixologist

From
our cover

by Al Dorantes
When you belly up to the
bar at the Tailor and the
Cook you will be met with a
smile and a friendly greeting
from Joe Early. The Tailor
and the Cook, 94 Genesee
Street, Utica is a Farm to
table restaurant focusing
on great food. Quality and
deliciousness, local sourcing,
and the satisfaction of their
customers are the cornerstones that the Tailor and
the Cook have based their
business on. Whether it is
picking the right ingredients
for a seasonal dish, obtaining
local products, or making
sure each meal is prepared
XSI\EGXMRKWTIGM½GEXMSRW
for the customer the Tailor
and the Cook is a bright
spot in the CNY culinary
scene. A good meal is often
preceded, accompanied, or
followed by a drink. Sometimes a really good dinner
has all three. The bar at the
Tailor and the Cook and its
bar manager, Joe Early, can
accommodate.
Joe Early, also known as
Joe the Bartender among
other noms de guerre, cut
his teeth in the bar trade
since 2009. He began barbacking at Nail Creek Pub
on Varick Street in Utica.
Stocking the bar, getting ice,
and taking care of glasses
led to bartending. It was at
Nail Creek that Joe started
creating mixed drinks. Joe
started using resources,
books, to learn how to make
cocktails.
Joe said,“I don’t consider
myself a mixologist. I’m just
a guy who works hard at
what I do”
For years bartenders have
been compared to psychiatrists. When asked about
his psychiatry skills Joe said,
“It’s all about listening.” He
added,“People can decompress at my bar.”
One of Joe’s secrets to
being a great bartender is
putting part of yourself into
your craft. One way that
Joe does this is through the
housemade infusions that he
painstakingly prepares. Infusions start with a base liquor
MR[LMGLE¾EZSVMRMRXVSduced. This is usually done
by steeping fruit, herbs, or
extracts. Sometimes sugar

Joseph Early, a.k.a. Cool Joe, Joe the bartender.... mixes it up behind the
bar at the Tailor and the Cook, Utica. His unique cocktail blends are as
much to look forward to when you visit as the fresh, delicious farm to
table cuisine! Photo by ariandavidphotography.com
or sugar syrup is added. It
sounds easier than it is. Like
an alchemist, Joe has spent
countless hours perfecting
his infusions; proper bases
combined with the right
¾EZSVWERHXLIVMKLXEQSYRX
of time to make the perfect
infusion. The house infusions change throughout the
season. The house infusions
right now include “vodka
spicy veg” and “hot and
dirty” which is used to make
a martini. Coming soon is
Joe’s peach and bourbon
infusion which features New
York State peaches and
Temptation bourbon.
Joe is a bit of a classicist when it comes to
cocktails. He likes to put
his own touch on classic
cocktails. For instance, an
Old Fashioned whiskey
cocktail is,“A small lump of
sugar dissolved with a little
water in a whiskey-glass, two
dashes Angostura bitters, a
small piece of ice, a piece of
lemon-peel, and one jigger
of whiskey. Mix with small
bar-spoon and serve, leaving
spoon in glass.” Last month
Joe featured a “Beanball
Old Fashioned” which was

Beanball Bourbon (from
Cooperstown), muddled
grapefruit, Luxardo cherries,
and orange bitters.
It is through this philosophy, thoughtfully crafting a
cocktail, that Joe is discoverMRKRI[¾EZSVTVS½PIW3RI
of the other ways that Joe
will attempt to get you what
you are looking for, what
you want, is by simply asking.
Some customers are able
to rattle their drink order
off the tip of their tongues.
7SQIEVIRSXWS¾YMH-JXLI
latter is the case, you might
hear Joe ask,“How do you
like your coffee?” From this
simple question and your
answer, Joe will be able to
½KYVISYXXLIVMKLXHVMROJSV
you. If you like your coffee
black that might lead Joe
in one direction or if you
like your coffee with sugar
and cream he might got a
different direction. Joe said,
“I can make drinks that taste
like soda pop or strong
drinks that that you will sip
for hours.”
Fine tuning drinks are what
make Joe more than just a
bartender. Quality ingredi-
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the Cook they feature options like the pickled ramp
Gibson. With house made
pickled ramps (ramps are
also known as wild leeks or
spring onions) replacing the
standard Gibson’s onion garnish. He said,“Condiments
and garnish should have a
purpose.”
Joe smiled when asked
about the future. For the
Tailor and the Cook he sees
a tincture and bitter programs. Tinctures are a high
TVSSJLMKL¾EZSVMRJYWMSR
Bitters are a mixture of tinctures. Joe loves bitters.

A well stocked bar awaits you at the Tailor and the Cook, Utica. Photo by ariandavidphotography.com
ents are another element
in his success. The well
stocked bar at the Tailor and
the Cook allows him plenty
of room for experimenta-

tion. With local offerings like
*IRMQSVI+MREPMKLX¾SVEP
gin with a hint of lavender,
made in Cooperstown or
Blue Line Gin from Lake

Placid with its bright, piney
taste at his disposal he is
able to feature his twists on
well known drinks. On the
drink menu at the Tailor and

Another objective for the
future; Joe wants to help
develop the drink industry
in the area. He said,“I want
people to know that the
Tailor and the Cook can
make a great drink. I also
want people to know that
there are great bartenders
in the area. I want to help
us all become better at what
we’re doing.” Joe rattled off
Joseph Early, the fantastic bar manager at the Tailor and the Cook,
Utica. Be sure to stop in and sample one of his personal creations.
Photo by ariandavidphotography.com
some other great bartenders in the area: Tim Starsiak
at the Celtic Harp makes a
classic Sazerac (a bourbon
drink with its origins in New
Orleans), Dan Walter makes
a great Brandy Alexander at
the DEV, and Nick Dominico
at the Green Onion makes a
mean Bloody Mary
Joseph Early, Joe the
Bartender, a.k.a. Cool Joe, is

a consummate professional. He is constantly seeking
knowledge and upping his
game to bring his customers
the best cocktails possible.
For more information go to:
thetailorandthecook.com
Or, better yet, stop in and
belly up to the bar, order
a drink and see what a
craftsman like Joe can create
for you. T
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members of the Chamber
of Commerce.
Locally owned with
3 locations,Yorkville,
Fayetteville (Syracuse),
and Westvale (Syracuse)
Kirby’s offers something

Kirby’s Grill and Taphouse
by Al Dorantes
Kirby’s Grill and Taphouse,
a mainstay on Commercial
Drive in Yorkville, is locally
owed by Richard Zdyb. A
long time restaurateur he
has operated restaurants
in the area with easily
recognizable names like
Zebbs, Hook Line and
Sinker, Chips Fish Fry and
Kirby’s. At one time he
owned and operated11
restaurants. He is now
concentrating on Kirby’s,
with 3 locations to serve
you; Yorkville, Fayetteville
(Syracuse), and Westvale
(Syracuse). At Kirby’s in
Yorkville there is seating for
196 and their 40 employees
will make sure your every
need is met.
Scott Brim, district
manager, said,“You can
enjoy a beverage, relax and
have a good meal without
feeling like you’re at a chain
restaurant.”
;MXLXLILYKIMR¾Y\SJ
chain restaurants to the
Utica area Kirby’s has had
to stay innovative to stay at
the top of a challenging and
competitive marketplace.
They have rebranded as
Kirby’s Grill and Taphouse,
adding a new full service
bar in February 2015, with
20 craft beers on tap, and
a new creative menu in
Yorkville. It is a hybrid menu
with lunch and dinner on
one menu. You can get a
steak dinner at lunch or a
sandwich at dinner time.
Sorry, there’s no breakfast.
Yet.
Kirby’s prides itself on their
commitment to the food.
All food is prepared and
cooked on premises. From
scratch made soups to
homemade desserts Kirby’s
devotion to quality goes
into every recipe. Kirby’s
fresh slices all the deli meats
used in their sandwiches.
Fresh seafood and quality
ingredients are fundamental
to Kirby’s philosophy of
giving the customer a great
product for a good value.

WITH specialties like their
tender bbq baby back ribs,
chicken parmesan served
with freshly made San
Marzano tomato sauce,
and slow roasted prime rib
(available every day of the
week in half pound or three
quarters of a pound) you
will taste their dedication.
Kirby’s new Bistro menu
is designed new every
week and includes specials
that run for the whole
week. Drink suggestions,
appetizers, lunch and dinner
options like, Firecracker
shrimp for $8 or Mustard
Glazed planked Salmon
for $16. Kirby’s new
bistro menu not breaking
customer’s bank; it is great
alternatives with value. With
bbq items being added soon
IZIV]SRI[MPPFIEFPIXS½RH
something to order from
the Bistro menu.
The bar features 20
New York State craft
beers on tap at the new
FEV =SYGER½RHSZIV
40 different varieties of
bottled beer at Kirby’s
too. The draft selections
change weekly with new
tappings happening on
Tuesdays. Kirby’s even
has 3 gluten free beers to
choose from. In addition to
a nice selection of wines
and cocktails round out the
beverage selection.
If you cannot decide which
craft beer to drink you can
XV]E¾MKLXSJFIIVWJSYV

ounce samples of their 20
draft beers. Take some of
Kirby’s draft selection home
with you with one of their
growlers. A growler is a
VI½PPEFPIGSRXEMRIVJSVHVEJX
beer designed so you can
transport your beverage
to drink at home. With
Kirby’s 20 craft beers on
tap it is like taking the keg
XSKS/MVF]´W[MPPIZIR½PP
competitor’s growlers.
With all the different beer
choices, the craft beers
are a big draw. Kyle Zdyb,
one of the managers at
Kirby’s in Yorkville said,
“Our knowledgeable beer
distributors are great
partners.” He also explained

on tap.
Kirby’s has been around for
45 years. The key to their
success is their staff. Some
of the staff has been here
for years. Manager Shaun
Lewis said,“You practically
need a family tree for the
business.” Key personnel
have been with Kirby’s for
decades.
Kirby’s commitment
spills over to the local
community. They support
local businesses, serving
Utica Coffee Roasting Co.
coffee along with 20 New
York State craft beers. They
volunteer at community
events such as Epicurean
(IPMKLX[LMGLFIRI½XW

20 NYS Craft Beers on tap- Now that’s a lot of handles to pull! Stop by
and enjoy a cold one. The draft selection changes weekly so stop in
often to sample those great craft beers!
that the distributors helped
educate and train the staff
so they know all the beers

Hospice and Palliative Care
and support many local
charities and are long time

for everyone. Scott Brim
said,“Consistency will get
you 45 years.” For more
information go to: www.
kirby.comSV½RHXLIQSR
Facebook, Twitter, Untapped,
or Beermenu. T
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- dealing with a new waitress
By S.D. Shapiro
In the fast paced 21st century we’ve traded common sense for
the ability to quickly look up information on the internet.
We’ve forgotten our manners and civility.
How do we get back to our roots?
Can we get back? Food for thought . . .
Nothing is quite as
terrifying as popping into
your regular spot for a
quick bite and your regular
waitress has the day off.
Dread wraps its cold hand
around your heart as you
realize that you are about
to face one of the scariest
½IRHWSRXLIJEGISJXLI
earth; the new waitress.
The new waitress does
not know your drink
order. She does not know
that you like extra sauce
for your spaghetti. She is
unaware of all the inside
jokes you have spent
years building with your
regular waitress. Everything
is different. Your regular
waitress delivers your drink
order before she takes
the rest of the order. The
new waitress; she wants
to take the whole order,
drinks and entrees, all at
once. Change is different.
Different is bad. Humans
are creatures of habit. We
do not like change
A new waitress, especially
MJMXMWLIV½VWXXMQI
waitressing, is like a deer
in headlights. They are just
scared. They are in a new
place with new rules. It
can be overwhelming. Add
in new customers and you

could be dealing with a
waitress too frightened to
work.
A new waitress could be
so jumbled up that they
mess up your order. It is
one thing to bring coffee
instead of tea or switch
mashed potatoes for baked
potatoes but when the
mix up is off the charts it is
another story. When you
ordered a porterhouse,
medium rare, with steak
fries and you get vegetable
primavera you might be in
for a long meal. You might
want to skip dessert.
The worst thing I ever
saw a new waitress do
was drop an entire tray of
drinks. I do not know if
she slipped or tripped or

what exactly happened but
in an instant the poor girl
was heels over head and
the tray hung in the air for
a minute before crashing
XSXLI¾SSVMREWTPEWL
of soda and glass. The
waitress struggled to her
feet with tears streaming
down her face. She rushed
back into the kitchen, to
get a mop I assumed. Alas,
she was not quick enough
and another waiter exited
the kitchen, hit the wet
mess, and ended up on the
¾SSVMRETMPISJLMWS[R
glass and soft drinks.
The best advice for
dealing with a new
waitress is to be nice and
make friends. After all,
experienced waitresses
do not grow on trees.
The only way for a new
waitress to become an
old waitress is for your
patience to wear off on
them. After a while they
will know your drink order,
they will know how you
like your sandwich, and
they will become your
regular waitress. When
it comes down to a new
waitress remember, you
are just as frightened as
they are. Stop and think,
“What would my mother
say?” She would say,“Give
her a chance. But, if she
spills anything on me then,
no tip for her!” T
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SIXTH GRADE “GRADUATION”
by Joan O. Scharf

strong. Should lay level
IRSYKL-½KYVI²

When Valentine graduated from sixth grade, it was
an important event in his
young life. There was no
ceremony of any kind in the
small one room schoolhouse he attended. Nothing
at all. The students simply
passed into seventh grade.
There was, however, a rite
of passage among the boys
that happened OUTSIDE
the school that had gone on
for as long as Valentine could
remember.

“How we gonna walk
across on a skinny pole? You
think we’re like those guys in
the circus or somethin’?”
“Naw…we hang down and
go hand over hand. Think
you’re up to it?” Valentine
stared at Ralphie.

“So,Val, how we gonna do
it? You gotta plan yet?”
±-´ZIFIIRXLMROMR´-½KYVI
it’s best if you and me both
ring it on the same night.
Reverend Teesdale won’t
be expecting two in one
night, and it’ll catch him by
surprise.”
“What about George?”
Ralphie asked.
Valentine scowled. “He’s
on his own! Remember
when he grabbed off my cap
and stomped it in the mud
last week? He thought it
was funny. I almost punched
him in the mouth.”
The church, located in the
center of the village, was old.
Some years after it was built,
the steeple and bell were
added, and an outside stairway was constructed for the
parson to be able to climb
up and ring the bell. When
the rope was pulled and the
round metal clapper hit the
inside of the bell, the loud
clear peal could be heard
throughout the entire village.

Ralphie nodded. His
mouth was dry. “Do ya

think there’s bats up in
there?” He jerked his head
upward.
Valentine carefully stood
YT ±+YIWW[I´PPWSSR½RH
out.” He clutched the rope
tightly and pulled down with
all his weight. Bong! And

Ralphie spat at a dandelion,
“Yeah, sure. I can do it.”
Sunday night came. It
was after midnight when
Valentine silently slipped
out of the house wearing a
dark shirt and pants. Even
though the night was warm,
he had a dark jacket tied
around his waist. The moon
helped him pick his way
along the half mile of road
to the church, alternately
dragging and balancing the
wooden pole awkwardly in
his hands. Ralphie already
was there, waiting under the
tree.

It was an unwritten tradition that each boy graduating from sixth had to climb
up into the steeple of the
First Community Church
and ring the big hanging
bell. The closer this feat was
done to the actual graduation day, the more daring it
was considered to be, as the
parson became increasingly
watchful knowing what was
about to happen.
Valentine, Ralphie, George,
and Shirley were the sixth
graders this year. Girls were
ruled out. They didn’t have
to prove themselves, but to
avoid humiliation, the boys
did. It was only a week
away from graduation time,
and Ralphie was getting
anxious.

we’ll wait ‘bout a half hour.
That’ll fake him out cause
he’ll be thinking it’s all over
for the night. Then, after you
ring it, we’ll run like the devil,
ok?”

It was rung every Sunday
before the 10AM church
service, and occasionally for
important village gatherings.
Otherwise it remained silent.
Until graduation time.
Each year the parson in
residence vowed to “catch
the young scalawags” that
dared to climb up and
ring the bell, but so far, all
attempts to catch any had
failed. Early last spring the
lower half of the stairway
was enclosed, and now
its only entry had a heavy
wooden door fastened
with a lock. The higher part
of the stairway where it
turned toward the steeple
remained open.
The next day at school,
George approached Valentine and Ralphie. “So, when
are you guys plannin’ to ring
the bell?”
Valentine answered. “Don’t
know yet. How ‘bout you?”
“Don’t you worry ‘bout
me! I got it all planned out,”
George smirked. “You two
GLMGOIRWKS½VWX-´QRSX
afraid to wait!”
They all knew the closer it
got to the last day of school
the more Reverend Teesdale
would be on guard. He was
determined not to let the
boys outwit him this year,

tradition or not! With only
one week left,Valentine and
Ralphie set their plan for
Sunday night. They studied
the stairway to the steeple
from a distance, and an idea
formed in Valentine’s mind.
A large climbable oak tree
grew near the church on the
stairway side. The Reverend
Teesdale knew about it, but
he wasn’t worried because
there was no way someone
could jump to reach the
steps even if they did climb
the tree. However, he underestimated the cleverness
of sixth grade boys.
“Tell me again how we
gonna do it,” said Ralphie.
“You see that big tree
branch that sticks out toward the stairway?”
“Yeah, but we can’t jump
it from there,” Ralphie
replied squinting against the
sunshine.
“Don’cha remember? I
told you my Pa’s got a long
pole in the barn. We’ll haul
it up the tree, put one end
in that crook of the branch
and lay the other end on the
open stairway wall.”
Ralphie eyeballed the situation. “I see what you mean.
What kinda pole is it?”
“It’s oak. Skinny, but real

All the lights in the
parsonage were out.The
boys hoped the Reverend Teesdale was sound
asleep. Climbing the tree
and pulling up the pole
after them required effort,
but with maneuvering and
determination, they were
able to position the ends of
the pole, one on top of the
stair wall, and the other end
wedged into a fork of the
tree branch.
Motioning for Ralphie
to follow him,Valentine
carefully lowered himself,
and sliding his hands along
the pole, took only a few
minutes to reach the stairs.
Ralphie clenched his teeth
and swung down, his palms
sweaty and his face pale in
the moonlight. His relief
WLS[IH[LIRLI½REPP]
reached Valentine’s outstretched helping hand.
Leaving the pole in place,
they tiptoed up the rest of
the steps and sat on the tiny
WXIITPI¾SSVXSGEXGLXLIMV
breath. The shape of the
big bell dangled over their
heads, and they could make
out the rope that snaked
down within easy reach.
Ralphie peered cautiously
over the edge.“It’s a long
way down, ain’t it?”
Valentine whispered,“I’ll
VMRKXLIFIPP½VWXERHXLIR
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How families can cut vacation costs
quality of their vacations.
• Stay closer to home. It may sound simple, but vacationing
closer to home is perhaps the best way for families to save
a substantial amount of money on their vacations. Airline
tickets can take up a sizable portion of a family vacation
budget, and once the plane touches down families may need
to add the additional expense of rental cars so they can get
around their destination and enjoy all its sights and sounds.
But families who choose to vacation closer to home can
take their own vehicles, paying only for gas instead of airline
tickets, car rentals (including rental insurance) and gas. Find a
location close to home that still offers everyone an escape,
but one that’s not far enough away that car travel will prove
burdensome and exhausting.
Family vacations are the one time each year when all
members of the family get to leave the daily grind behind to
enjoy a little R&R together. Such excursions often strengthen family bonds and help to create lasting memories that
parents and kids will cherish for years to come.
Families planning this summer’s annual getaway may already
know that the cost of travel is on the rise.While there are
always deals to be had, budget-conscious parents may still
½RHXLIQWIPZIWPSSOMRKJSV[E]WXSGYXXLIMVXVEZIPGSWXWWS
more of their money can be spent on having fun instead of
½RERGMRKXVMTW8LIJSPPS[MRKEVIELERHJYPSJ[E]WTEVIRXW
GERXVMQXLIMVJEQMPMIW´XVEZIPGSWXW[MXLSYXWEGVM½GMRKXLI

• Plan to make some of your own meals. Dining out is
another considerable expense for families on vacation.
(ITIRHMRKSRXLIWM^ISJXLIMVJEQMPMIWTEVIRXWQE]½RH
that their dining budgets will approach or even exceed the
cost of air travel by the end of a single week. But parents
can drastically reduce those costs by planning to make some
their own meals while away on vacation. Bring along a couple of cereal boxes so breakfast is simple and inexpensive,
and try to book accommodations equipped with kitchens
SVSYXHSSVEVIEW[LIVIXLIJEQMP]GER½VIYTEKVMPPEJI[
times during the week to save on costly dinner tabs.

• Travel light. Families who must travel by air can trim some
SJXLIGSWXSJ¾]MRKF]XVEZIPMRKPMKLX1ER]EMVPMRIWRS[
charge fees for bags that exceed preestablished weight limits
and may charge for additional baggage as well. Leave hefty
jackets and extra footwear behind when traveling during
the warmer months, as everyone can likely get by with
just some lighter summer attire and less formal footwear.
If traveling to a ski resort in the winter, consider renting
bulky skiing attire, including boots, so baggage limits are not
exceeded.
• Work with a travel agency that specializes in your locale.
Many families may feel they can now plan their own vacations and save money, but planning through a travel agency
may still be a family’s best bet.When booking trips via a
travel agency, families can often negotiate with a represenXEXMZI[LSGER[SVOXSXEMPSVEZEGEXMSRXLEX½XWJEQMPMIW´
FYHKIXW7YGLRIKSXMEXMSRMWQYGLQSVIHMJ½GYPX[LIRKSMRK
it alone or working through a travel website. In addition,
many travel agencies include tours and other attractions in
the price of their packages, and that can be a great way to
earn discounts to local sights and activities.
Travel is expensive, especially for parents traveling with
kids in tow. But cost-conscious moms and dads can still plan
relaxing and enjoyable vacations without breaking the bank.

Sixth Grade continued__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
again, Bong! The bell was
unbelievably loud in the
quiet night. Ralphie’s hands
were over his ears. Letting
go of the rope,Valentine
huddled together with
Ralphie in the shadow of the
steeple.
It wasn’t long before the
parsonage window showed
a glimmer of lantern light
and the door opened.
They could hear Reverend
8IIWHEPIWLYJ¾MRKEVSYRH

the outside. “Who did that!
Where are you?”
Valentine wondered if
Reverend Teesdale really
expected them to be dumb
enough to answer.
“Do ya think he’ll come up
here?” Ralphie whispered?
“Naah. He probably has
his pajamas on, and thinks
we’re gone by now.”
Finding the door-lock to

the lower stairway intact,
and with nothing else
appearing amiss, Reverend
8IIWHEPI½RMWLIHLMWFVMIJ
search and went back inside,
grumbling to himself.
The two boys sat quietly
for a time, lulled by the night
sounds of the peeper frogs
in the nearby swamp as they
watched the thin veils of
clouds drift over the slice of
moon.
:EPIRXMRI½REPP]WXMVVIH
“Your turn.”
Once again the bell swung
back and forth with the
GPETTIVFERKMRK½VQP]
against its brassy sides, echoing loudly through the night.
Ralphie let go of the rope
and scampered down the
stairs as quick as a spider.
Lowering himself over the
stair wall, he went hand by
hand across the pole and
scrambled into the tree
safely with surprising speed.
He glanced back. There was
no sign of Valentine.
Ralphie anxiously peered
into the dimness and called
in a loud whisper,“Valentine!
Whatcha doin? Hurry up!
Hurry up! He’s comin!”
A light could be seen again
in the parsonage. Valentine’s
shape appeared over the
stairwell, and he clumsily
lowered himself to dangle
from the pole. The parsonage door opened with a
bang. They could tell Rev-

erend Teesdale was mad. “I
know someone is out there,
and I’ll get you this time!” he
bellowed.
Ralphie watched Valentine’s
slow progress. He suddenly
froze with fear as Valentine’s
hands slipped off the pole,
and he fell to the ground
with a thud. Thinking quickly,
Ralphie dislodged the pole,
heaving it away from the
tree into the darkness of
XLI½IPHERHWGYVVMIHHS[R
The Reverend Teesdale was
still on the other side of the
church, but would soon be
heading in their direction!
Running to where Valentine
lay, Ralphie squatted beside
him. “Are you ok? Can you
get up? He’s comin’!”
Valentine struggled to his
feet. “Yeah, I guess I can
make it.”
Beside the church, the old
village cemetery offered
numerous hiding places, and
this is where they headed.
Ralphie sprinted so fast he
stumbled over a low lying
headstone in his haste, and
crawled out of sight behind
a tall monument. Valentine
hobbled over, breathing
heavily, and dropped down
beside him just as the lantern light appeared around
the corner of the church.
They could hear the
parson complain nosily to
himself as he drew nearer.
“Darn kids! Ringing that

bell and waking up decent
people! Wonder how they
got up there, anyway!” A
FIEQSJPMKLX¾MGOIVIH
around the edge of the
cemetery. The boys hardly
dared to breathe as they
crouched together behind
the tombstone. Eventually
YREFPIXS½RHER]SRIXS
scold, the Reverend Teesdale
reluctantly clomped his way
back into the parsonage and
slammed the door.

“How’d you think of that!”

Ralphie cautiously peeked
around the monument, and
Valentine made an effort to
stand. “Valentine, you ok?
What’s the matter? Didja
hurt yourself when you fell?”

“Yaaaaaa, you two are
sissies. You didn’t dare to
wait till the last few days like
I’m gonna do! When I ring
the bell, it’ll count for more,
cause it’s more dangerous.”

“Naw, I’m ok. But I got
something. Look here.”

Valentine and Ralphie
looked at each other.
George saw them smiling,
and his face got even redder.
He continued to boast.
“And I’m gonna ring that
thing even louder and longer
than you did! So there!”

-X[EWHMJ½GYPXXSWIIMR
the dark, but as Valentine
unwrapped the jacket he
was carrying, the moon gave
off enough light to reveal
a rounded object. It felt
like cold metal to Ralphie’s
touch. He tried lifting it.
“Whoa! That’s sure heavy.
Must weigh ‘bout 10 pounds!
What the heck is it?”
8LIVI[EWE¾EWLSJ[LMXI
teeth as Valentine grinned.
“It’s the clapper from inside
the bell. I unhooked it after
you rang it and tied it up in
my jacket. Now let’s see if
smarty-pants George the
bragger can ring the bell!”
Ralphie slapped Valentine on the back in delight.

They walked home taking
turns carrying their prize,
and hid it in a safe place.
The next day, Monday, the
little schoolhouse buzzed
with the news, and students
gathered about Valentine
and Ralphie offering congratulations. All the students
except George, who hung
back.

Valentine and Ralphie
didn’t know what scheme
George had in mind for
climbing to the steeple,
but they were not worried
about the noise of the bell.
Valentine already had plans
for safely returning the bell’s
clapper before the Sunday
morning church service, but
NOT before the last day of
school on Friday. That was
when the passage into sevIRXLKVEHI[SYPHFI½REPT
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Preventing carbon monoxide poisoning on your boat
* headache
* dizziness
* weakness
* nausea
* vomiting
* chest pain
* confusion

Boat owners must take steps to protect themselves and their passengers from exposure to carbon monoxide.
Gas-powered boat engines
produce carbon monoxide,
or CO, a colorless, odorless
and tasteless gas that can
prove fatal to humans. People exposed to high concentrations of CO over a short
period of time can die from
that exposure, as can people
exposed to lower concentrations of CO over a longer

period of time.
No one gets on a boat
expecting to be poisoned
by CO. But CO can build up
on a boat rather quickly, and
because it has no color, odor
or taste, boaters and their
passengers may be inhaling
CO without knowing it.To
protect themselves from

CO poisoning, those who
plan to go boating should
learn to recognize the
symptoms of CO exposure
and react to their presence
as quickly as possible. According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, the most common
symptoms of CO exposure
and poisoning include:

Boating 101
Boating tips for beginners
Learning to boat or sail is
similar to learning to drive
an automobile. Neither one
happens overnight. Learning
to get around on the water
can be exciting, but it can
also be intimidating to take
over the reins of a boat for
XLI½VWXXMQI
Though beginners might
be apprehensive when they
½VWXWXEVXXSFSEXSVWEMP
there are some tips that
can make it a little easier
for those new to captaining
their own ship.
* Start small. Much like
teenagers learning to drive
are often more comfortable
learning behind the wheel
of a compact car, boating
beginners might be more
comfortable learning to
sail on a small boat. Smaller
boats are easier to maneuver, making even the most
nervous novice a little more
comfortable.
* Choose calm waters in
which to practice. According

to the United States Coast
Guard, in 2010 there were
more than 4,600 recreational boating accidents that
involved 672 deaths.That
said, beginners should always
practice in calm waters that
don’t boast big waves or
lots of fellow boaters.This
gives beginners the chance
to learn the feel of the boat
without the added pressure
of handling choppy waters
SVXVEJ½G
* Read the weather
reports. Veteran boaters
struggle with inclement
weather from time to time,
so beginners should expect
to struggle with adverse
conditions as well. But don’t
be caught off guard by bad
weather. Always check the
weather reports before going out, and be sure to bring
along appropriate attire and
gear.
* Don’t go it alone. Boating
and sailing come with their
own terminology, which
beginners are typically unfa-

miliar with. Before heading
out on the water, learn as
much of this terminology as
possible, be it by studying
manuals or books, or even
asking experienced friends
for help.When taking to the
water, bring those friends
along.
* Respect other boaters.
Boating is a hobby enjoyed
by millions, and boaters
should always respect that
there are other people on
the water as well.Whether
you’re out in the middle of
the ocean or relaxing at the
pier on your docked boat,
respect the other boaters by
keeping the music down and
always discarding of trash in
a responsible way. Far too
many boaters or boat passengers dump their garbage
over the side of the boat, so
always be sure you and your
passengers are respectful of
Mother Nature and other
boaters.T

Many of the symptoms
of CO poisoning are also
indicative of seasickness, so
boaters and their passengers exhibiting any of the
aforementioned symptoms
should consider that they
might be suffering from seasickness, which is not nearly
as risky to a person’s overall
health as COpoisoning.
In addition to learning
about CO, boat owners
should take steps to prevent
CO poisoning on their
boats. At the onset of each
boating season and before
each trip, inspect your boat’s
CO detector to make
sure it is working properly.

When it is, the detector
will alert boat owners and
their passengers to elevated
levels of CO in the cabin.
Boat owners should keep a
brand new backup detector
on their boat so they won’t
have to cancel a trip should
they arrive at their boat only
XS½RHSYXXLIMVI\MWXMRK
detector is not functioning
properly.
In addition to installing and
maintaining your CO detector, the CDC recommends
the following preventive
measures to reduce you and
your passengers’ risk of CO
poisoning.
* Swim and play away from
areas where engines vent
their exhaust.
* Keep a watchful eye on
children when they play on
rear swim decks or water
platforms.
* Do not block exhaust
outlets.When such outlets
are blocked, CO can build
up in the cabin and the
cockpit.
* Do not dock or anchor
within 20 feet of another

boat that is running an
engine or generator because
exhaust from nearby vessels
can send CO into the boat’s
cabin or cockpit.
Preventing CO exposure
and poisoning also involves
teaching passengers to recognize its symptoms. It’s easy
for boaters to get distracted
when hosting passengers on
their boats, so make sure
passengers know how to
recognize potential CO issues. Keep a list of exposure
symptoms in an accessible
common area on your boat
so passengers can familiarize
themselves and recognize
any potential problems that
might arise.
A case of CO poisoning
can quickly turn a relaxing
day on the boat into an
emergency situation. Boat
owners owe it to themselves and their passengers
to take preventive measures
to ensure no one is exposed
to or poisoned by CO while
out on the water. T
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Buying locally grown foods pays dividends
The popularity of organic
foods and stores that cater
to customers who prefer
such foods continues to
grow, and that growth has
contributed to a growing

awareness among shoppers
of where the food they eat
comes from. Many consumers now recognize the
impact that food production
has on the environment, and

that recognition has spurred
interest in locally grown
foods.
Locally grown foods are
those that are grown within
your community or a community nearby. Such foods
do not need to be shipped
hundreds of miles before
XLI]YPXMQEXIP]½RHXLIMV
way onto your plate, and
QER]TISTPI½RHXLEXGSRtributes to meals that are
more fresh than meals made
up of foods shipped from
afar. But freshness is not the
SRP]FIRI½XXSTYVGLEWMRK
locally grown foods, which
pay various dividends for
people and the planet.
• Locally grown foods
FIRI½XXLIIRZMVSRQIRX
8LITLVEWI±½IPHXSTPEXI²
MWWMKRM½GERXXSGSRWYQIVW
who prefer locally grown
foods.That phrase refers
to the distance food travels
from the grower to the
plate on your dinner table.
Estimates vary depending on
the source, but advocates of
locally grown food suggest
XLEXMXVIHYGIWXLI½IPHXS
plate distance by an average
of 1,300 miles.
• Locally grown foods
fuel your local economy. In
EHHMXMSRXSFIRI½XXMRKXLI
environment, locally grown
foods stimulate your local
economy. Local, independent
farmers have largely fallen by
the wayside in the 21st century, as industrial agribusinesses have taken over the
produce sections in grocery
stores across the country.

Sad Little Boy
a haunting memory
by Joseph A. Parzych
When traveling in Europe with a college group, we spent considerable time in Poland,
which is where my parents were born. In fact, English is a second language for me, since
[ISRP]WTSOI4SPMWLEXLSQI;LIRIRVSPPIHMR½VWXKVEHI[LIR-[EW-PIEVRIH)RKPMWL
Fortunately, the teacher was of Polish extraction. Once I learned English I hardly spoke
Polish, again. But, it all came back to me as soon as I heard Polish spoken, again. A teacher
of Polish in our group said,“You speak very good Polish,” which made me puff up in pride,
until she added,”But it is very archaic.” I felt better when people in our group asked me to
interpret Polish for them, archaic or not.
In Poland there are groups of Romany people, or “Gypsies”, which is an offensive term.
They are accepted by Polish citizens and the Polish government which is trying to get them
to send their children to school, with little success.The Roma still roam the country and
perhaps other parts of Europe, but they now park in camp grounds rather than squatting
on any vacant land they come upon, largely because there’s little vacant land left in the
country. In the campgrounds, they can also hook up their campers to water and electricity.
The vision of a sad little Roma boy of about 6 or 7 years old stays with me. He sat on a
curb, squeezing out a melancholy tune on a concertina, the same tired tune, over and over.
He sat by a walkway to a museum where tourists passed by.There was a small dish in front
of him with a few coins in it. A scruffy little puppy was tied with a short length of rope to a
railing post by the boy, .
I asked why he wasn’t in school. “I Roma,” he said in explanation. He seemed to understand English better than Polish when I alternately tried each. I dropped some money into
his dish, wondering if that was an encouragement for his parents to continue exploiting him.
I also wondered what would become of him without an education. I also wondered whether he’d follow in his parents’ footsteps, which seemed assured without an education.
Further down the path, I came upon another little boy, also with a puppy. He, too, was
playing a concertina, squeezing out the same tired melancholy tune, over and over. T

Did you know?

A concertina is a free-reed musical
instrument, like the various accordions
and the harmonica. It has a bellows,
and buttons typically on both ends of
it.When pressed, the buttons travel in
the same direction as the bellows, unlike
accordion buttons, which travel perpendicularly to the bellows.
The concertina was developed in
England and Germany, most likely
independently.The English version
was invented in 1829 by Sir Charles
Wheatstone, while Carl Friedrich Uhlig
announced the German version in 1834.
Various forms of concertina are used
for classical music, for the traditional musics of Ireland, England, and South Africa,
and for tango and polka music.

Continued on next page.

Bob’s Strawberry Banana
Nut Bread (mini loaf)
Submitted by Robert Peck
Ingredients
1 C Flour
1/4 t baking soda
1/2 t baking powder
1/4 t salt
1/4 C granulated sugar
1/4 C brown sugar
4 T butter (softened)
1 egg
1/2 t vanilla
1 medium ripe banana
1 T buttermilk
1/4 C of your favorite nuts
1/2 C strawberries

-REWQEPPFS[P[LMWOXSKIXLIV¾SYVFEOMRKWSHEFEOMRK
powder and salt. Set aside.
In a medium bowl beat softened butter and both sugars,
Add vanilla and egg and beat them in. Mash banana and
beat.
Blend in the powdered mixture from your small bowl.
Hull, rinse, dry and slice the strawberries. Fold into the
mixture.
Pour into a sprayed or greased 9” x 5” loaf pan.
Note:To make your own
buttermilk, mix 1 T of lemon Bake at 350 degree oven for 30 minutes or until a toothpick
juice or vinegar with 1 C of inserted comes out clean.
milk.
Cool on a wire rack for at least 10 minutes. ENJOY!
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Relay for Life

Society People, who are a
cancer survivor or have lost
a loved one from cancer,
attend this event to donate
QSRI] MR SVHIV XS ½RH E
cure or help another person
[LSMWGYVVIRXP]½KLXMRKXLMW
disease. It is also a time to
remember the ones who
LEZIPSWXXLI½KLXXSGERGIV
A team formation is the one
way that people could show
strong support towards this
relay. They could either start
a new team from scratch or
join an existing team.

by Daniel Baldwin
Cancer is rapidly spreading
throughout New York State
and across the U.S. Each
year, cancer has taken the
lives of more than half a million Americans, according to
Cdc.gov.
Cancer may bring a scary
and nervous feeling to many
American citizens, but there
are others who are willing
XS ½KLX XLI HMWIEWI ERH HS
[LEXIZIV XLI] GER XS ½RH E
cure. On Saturday Jun. 13,
cancer survivors and family
members, who have lost a
loved one from this disease,
had the chance to stand-up
to cancer, by participating in
Relay for Life events which
took place in a majority of
JSSXFEPP ½IPHW ERH EXLPIXMG
facilities throughout the U.S.

(MVCC) hosted its event on
their college campus.
The Herkimer Elementary
School also hosted this fundVEMWIVSRMXWJSSXFEPP½IPHERH
track. This is the 30th year
that Herkimer County has
hosted this fundraiser, according to Becki Reyes, who
is an Ilion resident and event
leader for Herkimer’s Relay
for Life.
The relays at Herkimer,
Utica College, and MVCC
kicked off at noon Saturday when cancer survivors
walked around the track for
“The Survivors Lap.” Bands
and other musical entertainment played throughout the
evening, and a luminary took
place late in the night. The
luminary serves as a dedication to those who have
JSYKLXSVEVIGYVVIRXP]½KLXing cancer.

Utica College hosted its
½VWX IZIV 6IPE] JSV 0MJI EX
Relay for Life is a cancer
Harold Thomas Clark Jr.
Athletic Center. Mohawk fundraising event that is hostValley Community College ed by The American Cancer

The Frankfort School District attended Herkimer’s
Relay for Life and formed a
team known as “The Frankfort Knights Who Remember.” Team captain Dee
Talarico said that this is the
15th year that the district
has come down and support
fundraiser. She also said that

the team started this relay
when a few staff members,
who worked for this school
district, were diagnosed with
cancer.

kimer karate school started
going to this fundraiser when
their faculties’ family members passed away from cancer.

“We originally started it
years ago when we have
several faculty members that
were diagnosed with cancer,”
Talarico said. “Some of them
are still with us and we kept
it going. It seems like every
year a faculty member or a
student is affected by cancer. So we keep on relaying
every year. We’ve got great
support from our school,
community, and board of education. It really is a group
effort, and we’re hoping in
the end it pays off.”

“They (Bailey’s) originally
started the team three years
ago when one of our sensei’s
mother passed away from
pancreatic cancer,” she said.
“It grows and grows each
year because so many people are affected by cancer.
Baileys is a good promoter.
They’re cancer fundraisers
year-round. They just don’t
do it here at the event. Allyear-round they do bottle
drives and bake sales, so it
grow and grow for them.”

Liz Schrader is member of
Team Bailey’s Karate, and she
WEMHXLEX XLMWMWLIV½VWXXMQI
attending this event. Schrader also said that the Her-

A lot of advertising is involved for this event. Reyes
said that she and the rest of
her staff put many Relay for
Life newspaper ads out to
encourage local residents to

come down to the school
and support the people who
are infected by cancer. Although, she also said that the
people, who are healthy and
cancer free, may not have
strong interest or knowledge
of this event.
“I think people actually
don’t get attracted to it until
they are infected by cancer,”
she said. “Then once they
are infected by it, their ears
are opened a little bit and
they realized there is such an
event. We do a lot of advertising, but I think people are
actually unaware of the event
until someone they know is
affected by cancer.” T
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-stay healthier with a few tips
According to the United
States Bureau of Labor Statistics, working professionals
spend an average of 8.5
hours per day at work. Many
professionals spend much
of their time at work sitting
down in front of a computer,
which can be detrimental to
long-term health.

Staying sedentary for long
periods of time can contribute to a host of health
ailments, including being
overweight and obese. But
professionals who work
MRSJ½GIWGERXEOIZEVMSYW
steps to ensure all that time
at work is not having an adverse affect on their overall
health.

Shopping for the right family
phone and data plan

The cost of phone and data plans can quickly add up, esTIGMEPP]JSVLIEHWSJLSYWILSPH[LS½RERGIWYGLTPERWJSV
their entire families.Though cell phone minutes were once
the primary concern of cellular phone users, today’s increasingly advanced smartphones have led many families to use
their mobile devices for much more than just making calls.
That increased reliance is one reason the cost of phone
and data plans has risen since the salad days of cell phones.
Families looking to trim those costs can take inventory of
their phone and data plans to make sure they are getting
the most bang for their buck.
• Establish a budget.To get started, it’s best to establish a
budget. Families should decide how much they are comfortable paying for mobile devices and then work from that
Getting up and moving around is key to good health while on the job.
number.Without a budget, it is possible to spend more
than desired, especially when faced with all of the features
• Get out of your seat.
forget to also bring some
available in today’s plans. Research the average prices of
Modern workplaces are built snacks that offer a healthy
plans from a few different providers to get a grasp of what’s
around sitting, so workers
mix of protein and carbohy- available.
QYWX½RHWSQIXMQIXS
drates to keep your energy
• Calculate the family’s needs.To be able to compare prices
stand up and stretch. Sitting
levels up. Otherwise, you
EGGYVEXIP]JVSQHMJJIVIRXTVSZMHIVW½VWXHIXIVQMRILS[
too long can compromise
may succumb to the tempmany minutes, gigabytes of data and other features you and
posture and lead to craning
tation of the lunchroom
your family use in a given month. Look at the usage history
of the neck for looking
snack machine.
SRTEWXGIPPTLSRIFMPPWXSKIXE½VQKVEWTSJXLMWYWEKIERH
at the computer screen.
add a reasonable amount to that total if you will be adding
• Take frequent breaks.
Get out of your chair, walk
one or more children onto the plan.With an approximate
7XEPIEMVMRWMHIERSJ½GI
EVSYRHXLISJ½GIERHKIX
YWEKIRYQFIVMRQMRH]SYGERQSVIIEWMP]½RHXLITPER
environment can make you
the blood moving in your
that best suits your family.
feel fatigued and less probody.
• Consider pre-paid phones. Pre-paid plans are an option
ductive. Also, spending too
• Pack your lunch. Bringing
much time behind your desk for some families.With such plans, users load a set amount
lunch to work puts you in
may contribute to feelings of of money on an account. Once that limit is exceeded, users
no longer use their phones.This can be a good option for
greater control over the
stress and tension. Use evchildren who need to learn about the responsibility of cell
foods you are eating.You can ery opportunity possible to
pack a healthy and diverse
KIXYTERHPIEZI]SYVSJ½GI phone ownership. Parents won’t have to worry about incurselection of foods. Don’t
Instead of sending an instant ring extra charges or receiving high bills for exceeding data
or minutes. Pre-paid plans can give parents more control
message or making a phone
over phone usage without getting locked into a contract.
call to a coworker, visit him
• Bundle plans. Enrolling in a family plan, which offers a
or her in person. Use your
lunch hour to get outside in- number of lines and shared data or combining a mobile plan
with other services offered by a cellular provider can save
stead of eating at your desk.
families money. For example, if your cable television and
Plan a brief, mid-afternoon
Internet provider also offers mobile phone services, signing
[EPOSYXWMHISJ]SYVSJ½GI
up for one of their mobile plans might just save you money
to clear your mind and get
under a bundled package. Speak with a sales representative
some fresh air.
to see which plans will yield the most savings. Don’t be
afraid to mention what you’ve found at other providers.
• Disinfect surfaces often.
Some companies are willing to price match or offer addiOftentimes, when one pertional discounts to earn your business.
WSREXXLISJ½GIKIXWWMGO
• Learn the lingo. By learning the vocabulary of the momany others soon follow.
'SPHWERHXLI¾YGERWTVIEH bile phone market, you will have more negotiating power.
As with any technology, the terminology can be confusing.
rapidly in close quarters.
Terms such as data, rollover, talk and text, mobile share,
Keep your desk drawer
and cloud storage may seem like a foreign language to the
stocked with some alcohol
novice user. But it’s relatively easy to get a crash course in
swabs or disinfecting spray
cell phone lingo.
and routinely clean your
• Weigh the pros and cons of contracts. Some phone plans
keyboard, mouse, touchrequire users to sign contracts for certain lengths of time,
screen, and desk surfaces.
while others do not require contracts. In many instances,
You also can wipe off door
if you sign up for a one- or two-year contract, the service
handles and knobs around
provider will offset the costs of your mobile phone or proXLISJ½GIMJ]SY[ERXXSFI
vide one free.Without a contract, it may be the customer’s
proactive.
responsibly to purchase a phone outright.You must decide
what works best for your family.
• Rest your eyes. Close
• Look beyond the major providers. New providers conyour eyes and look away
tinually enter the mobile phone arena, providing even more
from the computer monitor
options to savvy consumers.While AT&T,Verizon, Sprint, and
every 20 minutes. FocusT-Mobile have long dominated the market and still may offer
ing on objects of varying
you the best value depending on your needs, keep in mind
distances can help keep
there are a variety of other providers and plans.What’s
the eyes strong and reduce
more, retail stores may have agreements with certain mobile
fatigue.
phone providers to offer you even more perks. Consumer
-X´WRSXHMJ½GYPXXSVIQEMR
Reports routinely ranks cell phone coverage and service and
healthy at work. Breaks,
may be able to guide you in your next plan purchase.
exercise and watching what
8LEROWXSKVIEXIVTPER¾I\MFMPMX]QSVIGSQTIXMXMSRERH
you eat can help. T
educated consumers, there has never been a better time to
look at mobile phone plans for families. T
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How small business owners can
market their businesses

Small business owners can explore the various marketing options they have to spread the word about their
businesses.
their names out to the public by sponsoring
GSQQYRMX]IZIRXW;LIRETTVSEGLIHF]
schools and other organizations, lend your
LIPT(SREXIEFEWOIXSJKSSHWSVEGIVXM½GEXIJSVWIVZMGIWJSVKMJXEYGXMSRW;SVO[MXL
organizations to donate a portion of sales
to a charity or school through a specialized
fundraiser. Contact a sports league to see
Despite their prevalence, only a handful of
if your company name can be printed on
small businesses survive more than 10 years. uniforms or used on banners around the
Small business owners must learn how to
½IPH2SXSRP][MPPXLMWKIX]SYVREQISYX
properly market their businesses and garner but it also will establish a positive image of
EPEVKIVEYHMIRGIXSWXE]E¾SEX;LMPIXLIVI´W your company.
no set amount a business should devote to
)WXEFPMWL]SYVWIPJEWER³I\TIVX´&IEGGIWadvertising and marketing, such expenses
WLSYPHFIMRGPYHIHMRERSVKERM^EXMSR´WSTIV- sible to journalists and media outlets who
may need quotes or insight when writing
ational budget.
articles. Local papers and circulars can get
Small business owners just getting started
your name out to the community and bring
may want to consider the following tips as
in new customers. Being quoted in print
they attempt to market their businesses and helps establish a reputation as being an
expand their customer base.
EYXLSVMX]MR]SYV½IPH
According to Forbes magazine, more than
50 percent of the working population works
for a small business.The Small Business
Association reports there are almost 28
million small businesses in the United States.
Many small businesses are home-based and
hundreds get started each month.

• Create an online presence. A survey
JVSQSRPMRIQEVOIXMRK½VQ=SHPIJSYRHXLEX
only about half of small businesses have
websites. Customers routinely go online to
learn more about businesses and make purGLEWIW'YWXSQIVW[MPPZMWMX[IFWMXIWXS½RH
HMVIGXMSRWXSFVMGOERHQSVXEVWXSVIW½RH
store hours and/or learn about the products
SVWIVZMGIWSJJIVIHF]ETEVXMGYPEV½VQ7QEPP
business owners should establish an online
presence and ensure the site is routinely
updated and modernized.
• Sponsor local events. For a relatively
small investment, small businesses can get

(SR´XMKRSVIWSGMEPQIHME %GGSVHMRKXS
Adroit Digital, 75 percent of Americans who
use the Internet admit that product inforQEXMSRJSYRHSRWSGMEPQIHMEMR¾YIRGIW
their shopping behavior and enhances brand
loyalty. Social media accounts are generally
free to set up and require minimal effort
to maintain. Social media can help establish
and maintain a brand and help you share
messages and other content.
Small business owners can enhance their
marketing efforts by taking some relatively
easy steps to widen their reach and get their
names out to the public. T

“

Small business is the backbone of our economy.
I’m for big business, too.
But small business is where the jobs are generated.
~Michele Bachmann
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JC Smith - Whitesboro

)XLERSPEGSVRFEWIHJYIP
that is mixed with traditional gasoline, has been a
boon to the fuel industry. It
helps to keep costs down
and provides a renewable,
more eco-friendly option to
fuel cars and trucks.While
IXLERSPQE]TIVJSVQ½RI
in automobile engines, boat
engines may not be so lucky,
and some engine manufacturers have expressed concern over the use of ethanol
in boat engines.

by Al Dorantes

J.C. Smith Inc. is one of
the largest family owned
construction supply
companies in Upstate New
York. Founded by John C.
Smith Jr. in June of 1976,
they continue to grow and
serve the heavy highway
construction, landscaping,
municipal, concrete
and building supply
contractors. J.C. Smith
not only provides a broad
selection of construction
supplies and equipment,
they take pride in providing
expert advice, estimating,
equipment parts, repair
and rental as well as an inhouse custom design and
stock DOT sign shop.
Owners Joanne S. Reed,
Mary S. Smith, and Jay C.
Smith have opened a new
facility at 394 Oriskany
Blvd in Whitesboro, NY.
The 3 month old facility,
located in the former
Taylor Rental Center
building, underwent a
total renovation. Demo
and renovation started
November of 2014 and
the new shop opened
March 1, 2015. The
renovation brought an
MR¾Y\SJQSRI]XSXLI
area. All contractors
were from the area. Over
$120,000 was invested in
the building improvements
including new energy
IJ½GMIRXMRWYPEXMSR 8LI
new facility, showroom,
pole barn/storage, service
and mechanic shop, is
16000 square feet. The
new shop is open Monday
through Friday, 7:00am
till 5:00pm and Saturday
7:30am until 11:30am.
Salesman Jim Smith
from Herkimer and store
manager Peter Coughlin
from Sauquoit joined
salesman Steve Spencer
who resides in Oneida at
the new Utica location.
Before the new facility
Steve covered the whole
area himself out of the
Syracuse location. Now he
has a home base. Add in
two mechanics in the shop
and there are a total of 5
new jobs to the area
J.C. Smith sells everything
from pipe geotextiles to
compaction equipment.
They rent or sell

Ethanol could damage outboard motors

Gasoline that contains 10
percent ethanol, commonly
VIJIVVIHXSEW)MWRSX
recommended for outboard
motors, particularly older
engines.The only way to
avoid ethanol is to purchase
marine-grade fuel that has
none of it.This fuel costs
more, but many boaters
prefer it because of the risks
for costly engine repairs
when ethanol is used.

J.C. Smith, Inc. has opened a new location in Whitesboro. Seen
here are some of the crew. From left: Steve Spencer, Jim Smith,
Peter Coughlin, Chris English, and Rick Gold. Stop by their new
facility located at 394 Oriskany Boulevard.
excavators, boom lifts, and
scissor lifts. You can reach
42 feet with their boom
lift and 19 feet with their
indoor/outdoor scissor lift.
The Utica location also
has scaffolding to rent.
Scaffolding is exclusive to
the Utica store. The sky is
the limit with scaffolding
from JC Smith.
J.C. Smith features Powers
Fasteners line of adhesive
and anchors; epoxy and
concrete anchors. Powers
Fasteners has been a
worldwide pioneer in the
fastening industry since
1921.They are leading
supplier of concrete and
masonry anchors and
fastening systems in North
America and you can pick
up a variety of Powers
Fasteners to suit your
application.
In addition to all your
construction equipment
and rental needs the
new Utica location also
offers tool repair and
small engine repair. The
knowledgeable mechanics
can repair a myriad of
products from specialized

road construction
equipment to power
tools and laser surveying
devices. Their staff can
also inspect and conduct
routine maintenance on
your equipment in order
to achieve optimum
performance and maximize
life of the product-getting
the most out of your
investment.
Another unique aspect of
JC Smith is their in-house
sign shop. They have a
huge inventory of common
road signs that are ready
for pickup or delivery.
Custom signs and DOT
signs can be made at the
in-house sign shops at their
Syracuse, Rochester and
Albany locations.
.'7QMXLMWGIVXM½IH;&)
ERH(&)FYWMRIWWERH
their new Utica location
offers another solution for
construction companies,
contractors and weekend
warriors. For more
information go to: www.
jcsmithinc.com/utica-store.
html T

Unlike car engines that
burn through a tank of gas
quickly and are used frequently, outboard boat motors are often left to sit until
the boat is used again.When
ethanol fuel is allowed to
sit, the corn alcohol can
separate from the gasoline
and settle at the bottom of
the fuel tank.
)XLERSPMWEPWSL]KVSWGSTMG
This means it absorbs water.
In high moisture conditions
such as those on a boat,
this can further exacerbate
the separation of ethanol
and gasoline.The result is a
sludge that forms in the fuel
tank. Most outboard engines
have their fuel outlet at the
bottom of the tank. After
being left to sit, the engine
will draw in pure ethanol

and water that has accumulated, which can muck
up the engine and corrode
internal parts.
)XLERSPEPWSMWEWXVSRK
solvent, and it can dissolve
substances in the engine,
potentially clogging fuel
ports. Many boat owners have noticed clogged
carburetors due to ethanol
fuels. Boat service centers
have mentioned an increase
of engines needing cleaning from oxygenated fuels
like ethanol. Buildup in the
IRKMRIGERVIWXVMGXKEW¾S[
and cause the engine to
overheat -- precipitating a
breakdown.
Although many manufac-

turers and repair shops recommend avoiding ethanol
fuel for boats, if they cannot
be avoided it is best to heed
these tips.
* Buy as little as possible
-- just enough to fuel the
trip so leftover fuel will not
remain sitting in the tank.
* Drain the carburetor
on the engine after using
ethanol.
* Use a fuel stabilizer that
will help prevent separation.
)XLERSPMWRSXVIGSQQIRHed for all engines, and it may
cause costly engine problems on outboard motors
when the fuel is allowed to
sit in the tank for extended
periods of time. T
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Traveling Wall

a Tribute to Vietnam Veterans

Honor Guard: An honor guard consisting of local veterans participated in a closing ceremony in front of the Traveling Vietnam Memorial Tribute
Wall at Hennessey Post in Boonville on June 21. (photo by Jerry Waskiewicz)
By Pat Malin
Imagine a memorial
dedicated to 58,000 souls
who died over a 16-year
span. It makes a chilling sight.
Although the Vietnam
War ended in 1975, it is
still a haunting memory for
some people.The residents
of central New York had
the opportunity recently to
VI¾IGXSRXLIYRHIGPEVIH
[EVERHMXWLSVVM½GGEWYEPXMIW
when the American Veterans
Traveling Vietnam Memorial
Tribute Wall came to
Boonville, June 18-21.
The Harland J. Hennessey
VFW Post on Park Ave. in
Boonville spent more than
a year in preparations and
raised $20,000 to bring
the replica of the famous
memorial wall based in
Washington, D.C., to upstate
New York.
Ken Bundy, the commander
of Boonville Post, explained
that he came up with the
idea in 2012 of bringing
the traveling wall here
to celebrate the 25th
anniversary of the Boonville
Vietnam Veterans “Get
Together.”
“It was my dream,” said
Bundy, a native of the state
of Ohio. He enlisted in the
Marines when he was 17.
He served with the Third
Battalion, 7th Marines as
crew chief of an armored
personnel carrier in 196566.
Decades later, he and
his wife were traveling
through New York State and
happened to learn about
the Vietnam Veterans Get

Together.They settled in the
Boonville area in 1995 and
got involved in the VFW.
The “wall that heals” drew
hundreds of veterans who
served in Vietnam, many of
them now elderly, and those
from more recent wars.
Ceremonies were held
throughout the four days,
including tributes from
U.S. Rep. Richard Hanna
and State Assemblywoman
Claudia Tenney. Visitors
were reminded not only of
those killed in action, but the
prisoners of war, soldiers
still missing, plus the walking
wounded who returned
home.
One gray-bearded veteran
HVIWWIHMR%VQ]GEQSY¾EKI
walked along the path alone
and faced the wall silently.
Arnold Jones, 65, of
Utica served 15 months,
December 1969 to
February 1971, with the U.S.
Army in Vietnam. The former
Specialist 4 was saddened as
he stood in front of the wall
searching for the names of
deceased friends.
“I made it... and they didn’t,”
he said, admitting he carried
a feeling of guilt for a long
time.
Jones felt alone, though he
was surrounded a steady
stream of visitors quietly
walking by the low, black
wall in respect and awe.
The sounds of hundreds of
%QIVMGER¾EKW¾ETTMRKMRE
stiff wind broke the silence.
A few yards away,
volunteers from Boonville
Post stood at a podium

under a tent and read
aloud 58,300 names around
the clock for four days,
capping off a hectic year of
preparation with ceremonies
both somber and joyous.
Meanwhile, ex-soldiers
from VFW and American
Legion posts throughout
the state stood proudly on
guard near the wall to assist
visitors or answer questions.
Families passed by, many
too young to remember
that controversial,
undeclared war.Those who
lost family members in
XLIHIEHP]GSR¾MGXTPEGIH
[VIEXLWERH¾S[IVWEX
the base of the wall.Those
mementos will be preserved
by Hennessey Post.
Few people recognized
the emotional impact of the
display on some veterans.“I
reckon I know 12 names of
guys I served with or trained
with,” said Jones, glancing at
the wall.
“That guy was from Texas,”
he said pointing to a name.
“He used to play Johnny
Cash records all the time.”
Jones doesn’t have
many good memories
of those 365-plus days
spent in Southeast Asia.
,MWHMJ½GYPXMIWXLIVI[IVI
compounded when he
returned home.
“People spit on me, called
me a baby-killer,” he recalled.
“But it could have been
worse.”
He suffered post-traumatic
stress syndrome and
battled alcoholism, he
said. For years, he had

trouble sleeping and would
grind his teeth, resulting in
temporary joint dysfunction.
He sought treatment at the
VA Hospital, explaining it has
taken 37 years to deal with
the nightmares.
Some bitterness remains.
He complained that the
U.S. government for years
attempted to deny veterans
treatment for PTSD and
the effects of the poisonous
chemical Agent Orange.
The Vietnam Veterans Wall
was erected in Washington,
D.C., in 1982.The names
on the wall are listed in
chronological order on 140
panels, 70 on the east wing
and 70 on the west.The list
starts in 1959 and ends in
1975.
Three men from the
Boonville area were killed
in Vietnam: George Robert
Denslow, panel 38E, line 25;
Gregory Lee White, panel
06W, line 52; and William
John Winters, panel 24W,
line 14.
Anita LaPolla Cannistra
of Frankfort and her friend
Barbara VanWormer
visited the traveling wall to
remember relatives killed
in Vietnam. Cannistra’s
20-year-old brother, Staff Sgt.
John LaPolla, was killed on
April 15, 1969, apparently
EWEVIWYPXSJ±JVMIRHP]½VI²
VanWormer’s cousin, John
Winslow of Hartwick, fell in
July 1969.
They took photos of
the panel of the wall that
displayed LaPolla’s and
Winslow’s names in the
FVMKLXWYRWLMRIVI¾IGXMRKSJJ
the grim black surface. T
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Dripping Jewelry

Did you know?

and Rainwater

(MKKMRKMRXSEHIPMGMSYWMGIGVIEQWYRHEIGERFILIEZIRP]
on a warm day. But such decadence sometimes comes with
ETVMGIQSWXSJXIRMRXLIJSVQSJETEMRJYPMGIGVIEQLIEHEGLI-GIGVIEQLIEHEGLIWSGGYV[LIRXLIGSPHMGIGVIEQ
QSZIWEGVSWWXLIVSSJSJXLIQSYXLERHFEGOSJXLIXLVSEX
Scientists are not quite certain what causes ice cream headEGLIWFYXWSQIWYKKIWXXLEXMXMRZSPZIWGSPHMGIGVIEQXIQTSVEVMP]EPXIVMRKFPSSH¾S[8LMWGSRWXVMGXMSRERHI\TERWMSR
SJFPSSHZIWWIPWGERGEYWITEMR3RGIXLIFSH]EHETXWXS
XLIGLERKIMRXIQTIVEXYVIXLITEMRWLSYPHWYFWMHI)EXMRK
MGIGVIEQWPS[P]GERLIPTTVIZIRXMGIGVIEQLIEHEGLIW

By Joseph Parzych

During the Great Depression when my family
couldn’t afford to buy coal
SV½VI[SSH[ILEYPIH
nearly useless discarded elm
½VI[SSHLSQIMRXLIFEGO
of our car from the Mount
Hermon School dump. On
HE]-EWOIHQ]QSXLIV
[LEXEPPXLIGS[WTMKWERH
GLMGOIRW[IVIHSMRKSRXLI
WYVVSYRHMRKPERH±-X´WEFS]W´
school where they teach
rich boys to farm.”
±;MPP-FIEFPIXSKS
there?”
±3LRS=SY´ZIKSXXSFI
smart and rich to go there.”
-[SRHIV[L]SRIEVXL
a rich person would want
XSJEVQ;LIR-PIEVRIHMX
was a preparatory school
and it was time to go to
LMKLWGLSSP-ETTPMIHEXXLI
WGLSSP[LMGLXYVRIHSYX
not to be a school teaching
JEVQMRKEXEPPFYXLEHE
hired crew of men to raise
ERMQEPWJSVQIEXQMPOERH
eggs to feed the boys who
were preparing for college.
Though students had to
[SVOEXWSQIOMRHSJNSF
JSVLSYVWE[IIOMX[EW
RSXRIGIWWEVMP][SVOSRXLI
farm.
-[EWEGGITXIHEWEHE]
student on scholarship.
9RJSVXYREXIP]XLIWGLSSP
had a dress code. A suit
coat and tie were required
for daily chapel and the
HMRMRKLEPP-LEHEXMIFYXRS
WYMXGSEXRIMXLIVHMH-LEZI
QSRI]JSVEGSEXPYRGL
PEFJIIWERHFSSOWWS-
went to public high school

JSVEWGLSSP]IEV[LMPI-
accumulated enough money
for clothes and fees at the
TVMZEXIWGLSSP-[SVOIH
JSVXLITVMZEXIWGLSSPJSV
a month during the start
of summer but the pay for
ERIRXMVIQSRXL[EW-
HMWGSZIVIHXSQ]HMWQE]; so
-UYMX %PSGEPJEVQIVLMVIH
QIJSVE[IIO;MXL
Q]WEZMRKW-FSYKLXETPEMH
sport coat and a brown
X[IIHWYMXVIP]MRKSRXLI
men’s store salesman to
EHZMWIQISRFY]MRKTVSTIV
attire for a prep school.
7MRGIMX[EWETVMZEXI
WGLSSPSYVXS[RSJJIVIH
no transportation for the
4-1/2 miles to the school.
3RSTIRMRKHE]-WIXSYXSR
Q]FMOITVSYHP][IEVMRKQ]
tweed suit. Half way XLIVI
XLIWOMIWSTIRIHYTERH-
was caught in a downpour.
-XWSEOIHQIXSXLIWOMR
8LIVEMRPIXYT FYXQ]
X[IIHWYMXRS[PSSOIHPMOI
PYQT]FYVPETERHXLIFMOI´W
synthetic rubber handlebar
KVMTWWXEMRIHQ]LERHWFPEGO
%XXLIWGLSSP-PIERIHQ]
FMOIEKEMRWXERIPQXVII
MRXLITEVOMRKPSXSJXLI
administration building.The
LIEHQEWXIVWXSSHSYXWMHI
greeting new students.
%PSRKFPEGOPMQSYWMRI
with a chauffeur at the
[LIIPKPMHIHMRXSXLI
TEVOMRKWTEGIRI\XXSQI %
boy neatly dressed in a
FPEGOWYMX[MXL[LMXIWLMVX
ERHFPEGOFS[XMIKSXSYX
as the chauffer held the
HSSVSTIR %VIKEPPSSOMRK
PEH]EPWSIQIVKIH[IEVMRK
a picture hat and dripping
NI[IPV][LMPI-HVMTTIH
[EXIV-KSXMRPMRIXSQIIX
the headmaster with my
soggy suit dripping and my
WLSIWWUYMWLMRKEXIZIV]
step.The grande dame and
her little darling followed.
The headmaster grasped
Q]FPEGOWXEMRIHLERH[MXL
FSXLSJLMWERHFSSQIHE
LIEVX]KVIIXMRK±;IPGSQI
And this must be your
QSXLIV²LIWEMHHMVIGXMRK
his attention to the grande
HEQIRI\XMRPMRIMKRSVMRK
XLIXVERWJIVSJFPEGOWXEMRXS
his hand.
±+SSHLIEZIRWRS²;EW
LIVVITP]EWWLILEWXMP]
brushed the cashmere
WPIIZIWSJLIVNEGOIXXS
VIQSZIER]ZIVQMRXLEX

QMKLXLEZIQMKVEXIHJVSQ
me.
;LIRWGLSSPWXEVXIH-
didn’t see too much of her
HEVPMRKLIMVFIJSVILI[EW
I\TIPPIHJSVLMVMRKWSQISRI
XSHSLMWLSQI[SVO
Campus rumors reported
that she’d presented a
KIRIVSYWGLIGOXSWQSSXL
SZIVXLI±HMJ½GYPX]²,I
WXE]IHSRYRXMPXLIGLIGO
GPIEVIHFIJSVIKIXXMRKEVMHI
to the train station.
-RQ]WSTLSQSVI]IEV-
fell asleep while seated in
XLIJVSRXVS[SJ%HZERGIH
Grammar class. As the
XIEGLIVZIRXIHLMWERKIV
MRGLIWJVSQQ]JEGI Q]
I]IWVSPPIHFEGOYTMRXS
Q]LIEH3YXVEKIHXLI
teacher sent me to the
EHQMRMWXVEXMSRSJ½GI[MXLE
scribbled note.The assistant
headmaster read the note
ERHWEMH-GSYPH½RMWLXLI
WGLSSP]IEV FYXRSXXS
VIXYVREW-GPIEVP][EWRSXE
serious student.
The problem was actually
XLIVIWYPXSJ[SVOMRKSR
ETSXEXSJEVQEJXIVRSSRW
KIXXMRKXSFIHPEXIERH
getting up at 4 AM to do
XLIQMPOMRKEXLSQI-REHHMXMSR-LEHERYRHMEKRSWIH
PS[FPSSHWYKEVTVSFPIQ-
EXIFVIEOJEWXEX%1ERH
%HZERGI+VEQQEVGPEWW[EW
EXS´GPSGOERLSYVFIJSVI
PYRGLPIEZMRKQITIVMPSYWP]
low on blood sugar.
-RE[E]MX[EWRSXXLI
HMWEWXIV-´H½VWXXLSYKLXMXXS
FI-IRPMWXIHMRXLI%VQ]JSV
QSRXLWERHKSXXSWII
XLI[SVPHHVSZIEWXEJJGEV
MR;EWLMRKXSR('XVEZIPIH
by train to California where
-KVEHYEXIHJVSQ4MXXWFYVK
)ZIRMRK,MKL7GLSSPXLIR
sailed under the Golden
+EXI&VMHKIMR7ER*VERGMWGS
XLIRSZIVXLIWIEWXS.ETER
on a transport ship with
WSQISJXLI½VWXXVSSTW
of the U.S. Army of OccuTEXMSR-R.ETER-NSMRIHE
parachute/glider regiment
[LIVI-KSXERI\XVEE
month hazardous duty pay
JSVNYQTMRKSYXSJEMVTPERIW
which appealed to my immature mind.
8LI4EVEGLYXI+PMHIV6IKiment was stationed on the
RSVXLIVR-WPERHSJ,SOOEMHS
[LIVI%MRY )WOMQSW PMZI

7SSR-[EWWIRXXS8VSST
0IEHIVWLMT7GLSSP2I\X
-[EWEWWMKRIHXS[SVOEW
E4YFPMG6IPEXMSRW;VMXIV
)ZIRMRKW-XSSOGPEWWIWEX
,SOOEMHS9RMZIVWMX]-WSPH
my 50 cent carton of raXMSRIHGMKEVIXXIWIEGL[IIO
JSVETVS½XSJXS
XSLIEZ]WQSOIVWSVXSXLI
.ETERIWI-WIRXEPPQ]TE]
and most of the cigarette
money home to my sister to
FEROJSVQI
-REHHMXMSRXS[VMXMRK
for the public relations
HITEVXQIRX-LEHXSKMZI
ERLSYV´WXEPOSRGYVVIRX
IZIRXWEJXIVMRWTIGXMSRSR
Saturday morning before
the troops went into town.
The problem was that all
MRJSVQEXMSRGSQMRKMRXS
SVKSMRKSYXSJ.ETER[EW
GIRWSVIH*SVMRWXERGI-
could not report that the
&(SSPMXXPIVEMHSR8SO]S
ERH=SOSLEQEHVSTTMRK
RETEPQFSQFWSJNIPPMIH
KEWSPMRIGVIEXIH½VIWXSVQW
that swept through the cit-
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ies, leveling them and killing
more people than the atomic bombs did at Hiroshima
and Nagasaki. The only
magazines available to us
were women’s magazines
such as Woman’s Day, or
Redbook.
The paratroops were
a rough bunch and they
weren’t very happy to sit
and listen to a 17 year old
OMH0YGOMP]ERSJ½GIVKEZI
me a Time magazine with

“The Yellow Peril” on the
cover, reporting on the
Chinese Army massing on
the Korean border. I used
the article for my talk and
became an instant expert.To
keep their continued attention, I researched the history
of Hokkaido in the library
and discovered that the Ainu
were not Japanese, or even
oriental, but at the bottom
SJE½ZIXMIV.ETERIWIGEWXI
system. I didn’t tell that to
the American soldiers who

did not know that the Ainu
women were untouchables.
.ETERIWI[SQIR¾EXXIRIH
themselves, while the Ainu
[SQIR[LS[IVIJYPP½Kured, did not. Soldiers found
the Ainu women attractive,
even marrying them. I’m
WYVIXLI[SQIRQEHI½RI
wives.
On the ship headed home,
as we stood at the ship’s
railing in Yokohama harbor, the American soldier’s
Japanese girlfriends, they’d
left behind, gathered in small
boats, many of them with
swollen bellies.They cast
FSYUYIXWSJ¾S[IVWSRXLI
water and waved colorful
silk handkerchiefs from the
rented boats as we got
ready to set sail. Ironically, at
the rail with us were some
of the untouchable Ainu
women, soldier’s brides, who
waved a scornful farewell to
their oppressors.

At the end of 16 months,
I received an honorable
discharge, in time to attend
the second semester of the
senior year at Turners Falls
High School. I also worked
afternoons at a garage
where I began buying and
selling cars with the owner,
using money I’d saved in
the Army. I graduated with
honors and reapplied to
Mount Hermon School,
telling them I’d graduated
from two high schools,
attended Hokkaido
University, was successful in
business, and promised to
stay awake.They accepted
me. I then graduated high
school (Mount Hermon)
for the third time without
ever having attended a
junior year, anywhere.Two
years later, I graduated from
Bryant University with a
Bachelor of Science degree
in Business Administration
by carrying a heavy load and
attending year ‘round. T

• Free Water Testing
• Full Line of Chemicals
• Floats & Accessories
• Service & Repairs

Historical scrapbooks
-honor older relatives

Scrapbook memorabilia for grandparents may include mementos from
military days.
There are so many different and creative ways for families
to showcase their heritage and honor a grandparent or
other special senior. Scrapbooks are one such way to share
the life of a special person and indirectly tell the tale of your
family history.
Very often personal history projects are a part of elementary school curricula, so you may already have the makings
of a family tree or a family diary in your home. All it takes is
a little more research and some planning to design a scrapbook that can be gifted or kept for generations to enjoy.
Begin by making an outline of what you would like to
GSZIVMRXLIWGVETFSSO4IVLETWXLIVIMWEWTIGM½GIZIRXMR
a grandparent’s life that is worth highlighting, like a military
tour of duty or a brief stint in show business. Maybe you
would like to present different snapshots in time during his
or her life. Either way, planning out the content of the scrapbook will make it easier to gather the necessary elements.
Once you’ve settled on a theme, begin your research by
interviewing the eventual recipient (he or she doesn’t have
to know the reason behind the inquiry).

“Valley’s Best Kept Secret”
132 E. MAIN ST., ILION, NY 13357 • 315-895-4321
3989 ONEIDA ST., NEW HARTFORD, NY 13413
315-982-9760 • www.swanpool.net
New Roof - No Mess vs Tarps and Plywood
REPAIR vs REPLACE
Metal Roofing vs
Shingle Roofing
Tear Off vs Another Layer
Pay $$ Cash $$ vs $125 a Month

Call For Details.
An Insured Roofer vs ???
A Roofer On Time vs Waiting All Day
If we are not on time, we will reward you
with a $10 Gift Card for Applebee’s.
CALL NOW! vs Waiting Can Cause More Damage
Call The Experts:

315-823-0139
Call today for Shingles,
Metal, Rubber or
Any Roofing Project

$25 COUPON $25 $50 COUPON $50

REPAIR

REPLACE

Exp. 7-31-15

Exp. 7-31-15

$25

$25 $50

$50

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed vs
Nothing In Writing At All

During the interview, take note of key dates and try to
establish the mood of the era with supporting materials. For
I\EQTPI ]SYQE]FIEFPIXS½RHWEQTPIWSJEHZIVXMWIQIRXW
from a correlating period in history or newspaper clippings
XLEXGERFIYWIHXS¾YJJYTXLIGSRXIRXSJXLIFSSO
In the meantime, gather photos that can be used in the
scrapbook, which may take some hunting. Prints can be
scanned and copied via a desktop scanner at home, or loaded onto a CD or thumb drive and brought to a pharmacy
photo kiosk. Some specialty shops can even scan slides or
GSRZIVXWXMPPWJVSQ½PQMRXSMQEKIW1EOIWYVIXSQEOIGSTies of all original prints and be careful not to lose or damage
the originals.
Scrapbooks can be made manually with materials purchased anywhere from craft and hobby stores to stationery
shops.There are a variety of paper-cutting tools, adhesives,
stickers, labels, and stencils that can be used to enhance the
look of the scrapbook.There also are computer software
programs or online tools through photo-sharing sites that
enable you to upload images and text and design photo
FSSOWIRXMVIP]SRPMRI8LIRXLI½RMWLIHTVSHYGXGERFI
TVMRXIHSYXMREZEVMIX]SJ½RMWLIW8LMWQIXLSHQE]EGXYEPP]
be preferable for those who plan to save the scrapbook or
anticipate it being such a big hit that others will want their
own copies.
'VIEXIEHMKMXEP½PISJEPPSJ]SYVMRJSVQEXMSRERHGSTMIWSJ
images.This way if you ever want to add to the scrapbook
or reproduce information in the future you will have all of
XLIMRJSVQEXMSREX]SYV½RKIVXMTW8LIWGVETFSSOEPWS[MPP
serve as a good source material down the line should future
generations want to learn about their ancestors.
7GVETFSSOMRKMWQSVIXLERNYWXHIXEMPMRKFEF]´W½VWXFMVXLday or a vacation.This popular pastime can help document
the life of a special senior. T
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PO Box 121, 6113 State Hwy. 5
Palatine Bridge, NY 13428
800-836-2888 • Fax: 518-673-2381

classified@leepub.com

Announcements

Appraisal Services

Collectibles

For Rent

# # # # #

ICE CREAM at Riverside
Diner. Soft serve, Hard serve,
Flurries, Sundaes, Over 20
flavors of soft! 9663 River Rd,
Marcy.

WANTED - CA$H PAID: For
old jewelry, old buttons,
books. Dolls toys, even if broken, 1970s older. 1960s &
older: Clothing. Old frames,
Christmas, Halloween items.
Interested in almost anything
old. Shirley 315-894-9032.

MOHAWK
DOWNSTAIRS
one bedroom apartment. Utilities included, NO pest, NonSmoking. Security and references. 315-866-6588

ADVERTISERS

Get the best responses from
your advertisements by
including the age, condition,
price and best calling hours.
Also, we always recommend
insertion for at least 2 issues
for
maximum
benefits.
DEADLINE for placing ads is
FRIDAY prior to edition date.
Call Peg at 1-800-836-2888
or 518-673-0111
CHECK YOUR AD - ADVERTISERS should check their

ads on the first week of
insertion. Lee Publications,
Inc. shall not be liable for
typographical, or errors in
publication except to the
extent of the cost of the first
weeks insertion of the ad,
and shall also not be liable
for damages due to failure to
publish an ad. Adjustment
for errors is limited to the
cost of that portion of the ad
wherein the error occurred.

LITTLE FALLS + HERKIMER
Diamond Jewelry. Fall Hill
Bean + Gem. 32 W. Main St,
Little Falls. 315-823-0454

DINNERS ON THE PATIODAILY. Live Jazz Wednesday
nights from 6-8:30 with wine
specials. Black Cat, Bar+Grill.
470 French Rd., Utica.
GET YOUR DANCER READY:
Retirement Sale 40% off
entire store. Dance, Cheer,
Skate. While Supplies last.
Dance
Boutique,
224,
Oriskany Blvd, Whitesboro.
315-736-8330
HERKIMER
ELKS
CAR
SHOW. SAT., August 1st. Benefit Cerebral Palsy, Myers
Park, Park Ave. Herkimer registration, 9 till noon, $10.00.
23 classes 1st,2nd, prizes
each class, seven other
awards. Food, Raffles, D.J.,
Public Welcome no charge,
Info call Roy. 315-866-5245

PAVING
CONCRETE
MASONRY

Automotive
ATTENTION:
Remanufactured starters, alternators,
generator. Prompt service,
Gary D. Sneath 315-826-7892

Commercial & Residential
Call With Your Needs

315-866-2733 or 315-717-3333
Cars, Trucks, Trailers
QUALITY
PRE-OWNED
VEHICLES. Good Credit, Bad
Credit,
No
Credit
Call
315-292-8181
yorkvillepr
eowned.net

Construction Services

Crafts

THE WINDOW KING! R.A.
Dudrack, Inc. Get a price from
the competition and we’ll beat
them EVERYTIME. Windows,
Doors, Patio Doors. 9210 Rt.
365 Holland patent. 315-7949175

CRAFTERS AND VENDORS WANTED! Valley
Fest, August 29. Twister Valley Sports Complex, Fort
Plain, NY. 11-7 Live music,
food and drink, and more!!!
Call
518-673-0141
to
reserve your space!

WANTED

Dozers

JUNK CARS,
TRUCKS & VANS
PAYING $100 & UP

450 JOHN DEERE DOZER
all angle blade, $7,500. 315826-3473.

315-335-3302

Farm Market Items

7 Days a Week

Cars, Trucks, Trailers

Cars, Trucks, Trailers

2012 Cadillac SRX

Must Sell to Settle Estate!
AWD, 33,000 Miles, Loaded,
Excellent Condition, Silver, Grey
Leather

DAMIN FARM
Home Raised BEEF
FROZEN FRUITS
& VEGETABLES
4 VARIETIES

SAUERKRAUT
COMING SOON!
Fresh Fruits & Vegetables
8075 St. Hwy 5, St. Johnsville

518-568-2643
For Rent

WRAP ATTACK IS BACK!
Babe’s, N. Utica. 315-7350777

Antiques
THE
WHITE
HOUSE
Antiques
&
Collectibles,
Unusual items. 9200 Rt., 365
Holland Patent. 315-865-8888

Appraisal Services
CAPE COD ENDLESS SUMMER VACATION. Aug.30Sept.2 $639 pp/do. 3 nights at
Red Jacket Beach Resort in
S. Yarmouth. Plus much more.
Call or log on for details. Tours
by Design 315-831-3052 or
www.toursbydesign.org

Construction Services

ANTHONY MACRI

Report any errors to 800836-2888

CRAFTERS AND VENDORS WANTED! Valley
Fest, August 29. Twister Valley Sports Complex, Fort
Plain, NY. 11-7 Live music,
food and drink, and more!!!
Call
518-673-0141
to
reserve your space!

Construction Services

Asking $27,499
Call 518-495-2384

183 Main Street,
Sharon Springs, NY 13459
Legal live-in storefront with 1
to 2 bedrooms in Sharon
Springs, NY. Very sunny,
1,000 s/f storefront with
large front porch. 2 entrance
doors will allow you to have
a separate shop or to sublet
part of the space to an independent shopkeeper to help
with the rent. New kitchen
appliances and shower.
Beautiful setting. $775/
month includes heat and hot
water. Tenant pays electric.
Available June 1st or sooner.
References and verifiable
long-term employment a
must. Best contact
giacomo.dennis@gmail.com
or call 518-312-3800 and
leave a message.

TAKE A BREAK. Weekly
rental Old Forge Waterfront,
best value in town. Five bedroom, three bath. With boatslip walk to resturants, clubs,
boat cruises, parks, arts center, theaters. For specials call
Sue at 315-735-6331.

Fresh Produce,
Nursery
FRESH LOCAL PRODUCE
and Handmade Cookies.
Sammy & Annie Foods, 717
Bleecker St., Utica. 315-8962173

Health Care/Products
POWERSTRIPS™ AVAILABLE At Zensations 315-7251029; Bailey’s Karate 315292-3092; Escape Away massage. 315-269-4205
www.powerstrips.net

Lawn & Garden
VALLEY LAWN SERVICE.
Mowing, shrub trimming,
mulch and clean-ups. Fully
insured, free estimates. 315894-4331.

Legal Services
BANKRUPTCY, Uncontested
Divorce, Family Court, Closings, Traffic; Attorney Fee
$525.00. Richard Kaplan 315724-1850

Miscellaneous
CAFE HUMMUS: House wine
by the glass. Buy one get one.
After 4pm. Limited time only.
Exclusions may apply. 315790-5034
PALERMO PIZZA, 1305
Genesee St., Utica, NY., 315734-1234,
315-797-0313.
Download our free app Palermo Pizzeria on Google play /
App store.
STICK N’ STONES: Herkimer
diamonds, incense & natural
objects of bright pride. 126
East Main St., Waterville, NY
315-939-8814

Real Estate For Sale
FAIRFIELD “Country Setting
Private Community” Modern 2
story home. New kitchen,
Brazilian granite countertops,
black appliances. Family,
great room, home office, master suite/ walk-in closet/ large
master bath with jacuzzi tub.
Over sized sun deck. New
detached 2 car garage. 2 nicely landscaped acres and
much more, $189,900. Interested, Koehler RE 315-8913254
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14 words
$.10 each additional
per week

Deadline Friday 2pm - Fill Out This Form OR
Call Us To Place Your Reader Ad
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Today

s Date________

COPY:

Real Estate For Sale
GORGEOUS
HARVEST
HOME w/ 42x68 Morton
Building, 80 acres in Central
NY. Great Horse/ Hobby
Farm. 315-371-5166

Tires &
Tire Repair Service
FOR SALE: 4 265.70 R16
mud + snow tires. Like new,
paid $600 sell for $400. Call
315-363-2144, Leave message.

ADIRONDACK PHOTOGRAPHY by Michael Buehler. Fine
photography of the Adirondack Park and other scenes.
Autumn scenes, waterfalls,
flowers, local scenes, colour
and black & whites. All photographs
are
sharp
and
detailed. All are handsomely
matted and framed. Gallery
can be seen at The Artisan’s
Corner, One College St., Clinton, NY 315-797-0878

MAN WITH A PICKUP
TRUCK: Small moves, clean
outs, lawn service, landscaping. 315-982-9302, 315-5422056
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Services Offered

DAN’S DRIVEWAY SEALING.
Residential and Commercial
line striping, symbols. Plus all
lawncare needs. Mowing,
landscaping, planting, hedge
trimming, mulching. Fully
insured. 315-225-1683

____ # of Weeks to Run

(First 14 words $4.00, each additional word 10¢, phone number counts as one word)

4 to 48 Page Tabloids on Newsprint or Offset Paper • Spot Color and Process 4 Color Available
8 1/2 x 11 or 11 x 17 Single Sheets Printed
One or Two Sides, Spot Color, Variety of Paper Colors and Weights and Folding is Available
In Quantities from 5,000 to 100,000

EDITOR
Just Good Reading
To Place An Ad Call:
1-800-836-2888
To Subscribe Call:
888-596-5329

We can work from your layout or provide a custom designed piece for you.

Let Us Take Out The Headache . . .

Let Us Take Out The Red Tape . . .

Let our expert and professional graphic
department create the image you are looking
for in all of your business forms, brochures,
handouts, newsletters, payroll stuffers, invoice
stuffers etc.

No more jumping from the printers to the
mail room. No more cutting checks to several
out-sourcers to complete one job.

Fast Turn Around On All Your
Commercial Print Jobs.
Our fast and professional service will keep you on target.
No more missed deadlines, no more coordination problems.
Let our professionals get the job done...ON TIME!

We offer complete mailing services and
mail processing including
labeling, inserting and folding!

And All Without Breaking Your Wallet . . .
Call us for an estimate on your next job!!

Lee Publications Job Printing Depart. 1-800-218-5586

PO Box 121, 6113 St. Hwy. 5, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428
518-673-3237 • 1-800-218-5586 • Fax: 518-673-2699
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%RLOHUPDNHU2IÀFLDOV7DNH3UHFDXWLRQV$JDLQVW:HDWKHU%DG(YHQWV
By Pat Malin
There’s a four-letter word
in Tim Reed’s vocabulary
that people might be surprised to hear on the eve of
the 2015 Boilermaker Road
Race.
It’s R-A-I-N.
As executive director of
the iconic race that’s true
to its moniker and known
worldwide for its heat and
humidity, he is aware it has
never rained on Utica’s parade in 38 years. But coming
off a rainy and sometimes
cool June (not to mention
one of the coldest, snowiest
winters on record), it’s conceivable we might get some
precipitation on Sunday, July
12.
“Weather is always a
concern,” Reed said in a
recent interview.“Light rain
is not necessarily a bad thing,
It would cool down the
runners, although it would
be hard on the spectators
and volunteers.”
As of June 30, the National
Weather Service’s longrange forecast predicted a
possibility of rain on most of
the upcoming days, but just
20 percent on July 12.
Light rain is certainly
preferable to a host of other
problems that could plague
an outdoor event that draws
nearly 20,000 runners and
untold thousands of spectators, tourists and volunteers.
Reed thinks sadly of the
Boston Marathon bombing
in 2013 and superstorm
Sandy that plagued the New
York Marathon the previous
October.
“That really helped us with
issues, with planning,” noted
the 61-year-old Reed, who is
in his eighth year as executive director.“We asked
ourselves, what can we do
to make our race better?”

Sales • Service • Home Delivery
Mention this ad and receive
$
200 Off Any Spa
The Boilermaker dodged
the biggest bullet in its
history in 2014 when the
weather forecast called for
severe thunderstorms. It
was never a case of the race
must go on or else.
In his blog of July 2014,
when summarizing the
“drama” of how the Boilermaker committee pulled off
the race despite the odds,
Reed wrote,“Sometimes
out of great tragedy comes
FIRI½XW[IGSYPHRSXLEZI
imagined.”
Race organizers spent
about 24 sleepless hours
LYHHPIHMRXLI±YRM½IHGSQmand center” at an undisclosed location to weigh the
pros and cons of carrying
out the 15-kilometer and
5-kilometer races.
On the con side:“This
storm had a history behind
it of hail and thunder and
lightning,” said Reed.“In
one room we had federal,
state and local organizations
working together for a common purpose of protecting
our community and our
runners.”
Police agencies, even the
New York State Department of Transportation and
National Grid provided
guidance. Everyone heeded
the National Weather Service and peeled their eyes
to Doppler radar, which was
updated every two hours.
They weren’t worried solely

about the runners, but also
about the “wall-to-wall
people” in the crowd and
volunteers.
“The storm was supposed
to arrive by 2:00 or 3:00,”
Reed explained (it did arrive
late that afternoon).“The
NIXWJSVXLI¾]SZIVGSYPHR´X
even get out of Rochester
(because of the storm), but
it dissipated here.”
Around 5 a.m. on race
HE]XLISJ½GMEPWKEZIXLI
Boilermaker a thumbs (or
leg) up.They would proceed
cautiously, but felt compelled
to impose radical deadlines.
The race party was moved
up an hour to 11 a.m. and
shortened. Any runners lagging behind after two hours
were hustled off by police.
Volunteers began tearing
down the course early so
they would not be caught in
the storm.
With a big sigh of relief,
the Boilermaker proceeded
without incident. All the behind-the-scenes anxiety and
nail-biting were diminished,
thanks only to wise planning.
“This is what the plan is...
and we got in front of it.”
Reed said.“It really showed
the value of social media,”
referring to emails or cell
phone messages sent to
runners, plus continuous
Facebook,TV, radio and
newspaper bulletins.“We
got the word out in a timely
fashion.”

“

Also, the committee had
chosen to move the prerace Expo to the spacious
grounds of Mohawk Valley
Community College from
the Masonic Care Community.“We felt we needed to
have tents up for a week (in
case of rain),” said Reed.
In the end, 2014 went into
the record books as having
both the fastest advance
registration and the largest
½IPHMR&SMPIVQEOIVLMWXSV]
(16,000 runners total).
This year’s concern is
the North-South Arterial
reconstruction project, the
highway that intersects
Utica.The major Court St.
intersection, just blocks from
the Matt Brewery and the
½RMWLPMRIGYXWSJJIEWXJVSQ
west Utica and is forcing
perplexing detours for tourists and city residents alike.
Reed said the state DOT
engineers were willing to
open up Court St. temporarily for Boilermaker weekend, but he feels the site is
still too dangerous and confusing for the masses. Birnie
Bus Company of Rome
WXITTIHYTERHJSVXLI½VWX
time is offering a shuttle for
5K runners to the start line
on Burrstone Road.
So the 2015 race will have
its familiar routine, plus its
share of changes.The best
advice for participants is to
stay alert and be prepared.T

Any day that I am too busy to run, is a day that I am too busy.
~John Bryant

4780 Commercial Drive
New Hartford, NY 13413

315-507-4630 • www.tuckerbackyard.com
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A Picasso in the pasture
by Troy Bishopp

Earlville, N.Y. - Pablo
Picasso said,“The meaning
SJPMJIMWXS½RH]SYVKMJX8LI
TYVTSWISJPMJIMWXSKMZIMX
E[E]² %23*%2=[SVOWLSTFMPPIHEW±1EOMRK1MPO
SR+VEWW²JSYRHXLIXVYI
KMJXSJTEWXYVIGVEJXWQERWLMT
right in the headwaters of
XLI'LIWETIEOI&E];EXIV-

WLIH %GETXMZEXIHEYHMIRGI
SJWIZIRX]JEVQIVW[MXRIWWIHERI\UYMWMXIGERZEW
SJFIEYXMJYPGS[WJVSPMGOMRK
GEPZIWERHHMZIVWITEWXYVIW
at the hands and manEKIQIRXSJ±6IQFVERHX²
SVKERMGHEMV]JEVQIV(EZI
Stratton.
Stratton’s 200 acre Stone
1MPP(EMV]MWLSQIXS

a 100% all-grass, spring
seasonal herd of 50 orKERMGGVSWWFVIHGS[WTPYW
VITPEGIQIRXWXLEXTVSHYGI
UYEPMX]QMPO XIR]IEVWSJ
GSRWIGYXMZI7YTIV1MPO
E[EVHW JSV3VKERMG:EPPI]
'6344'SSTIVEXMZI 8LI
no-grain herd average is
TSYRHWERRYEPP][MXL
ELIJX] FYXXIVJEX ±-
EXXVMFYXIXLILIEPXLSJQ]

cows to grazing taller forage
[MXLEWYFWXERXMEPSHIXSXLI
QM\XYVIWSJJSVFWXLI]RMTTPI
SR²WEMH(EZI

28 W. Main Street
2nd Floor
Mohawk, NY 13407

www.accentbrokerage.com
Rebecca Smith - R.E. Broker
Brenda Parker - R.E. Salesperson
Kelly Jackson - R.E. Salesperson
Lorene Prenderville - R.E. Salesperson
James Caiola - R.E. Salesperson

Phone: 315-219-5990 Fax: 315-219-5991

OPEN HOUSES
9:00
0 to
o 10:00am
m
10:00am
m to
o 11:00am

11:30am
m to
o 12:30pm

1:00
0 to
o 2:00pm

Saturday, July 11th

7957 Herder Rd, Blossvale
517 Keyes Rd, Utica
343 Aspen Dr, Utica
37 Woodside Ave, Little Falls
355 King St, Herkimer
566 Pine Ave Herkimer
206 Doxtater St, Herkimer
301 Gray St, Herkimer
334 Third Ave, Frankfort
1173 State Route 5S, Mohawk
1581 State Route 28, Mohawk
137 Pine Grove Rd, Herkimer

Wednesday, July 15th
5:30 to 6:30pm

8 Columbia Circle, Mohawk
800 Oakridge, Herkimer

JUST LISTED 209 W. Main St, Ilion
Beautifully updated
home in a central
village location. You
will love the detail in
this house: wood ceilings, laminate floors,
LR with woodstove,
formal DR, updated kitchen, and full bath round out the
first floor. 3 BRs and laundry upstairs. Barn with electric &
woodstove. Great house for the price.

Gun Club Rd, Little Falls

State Route 5, Schuyler
Are you looking
Are you looking for
for that great locaa piece of property
tion to build your
in a nice central
dream
home?
location
where
Come and check
you could start
out this property
your new business?
Then you should
with beautiful views, creek, abundance of wildlife, fertile
soil great for gardening. This property is 6.9 acres, make check out this 2 Acre piece. Zoned industrial, gas and
water at the road, septic is needed. Give us a call!
sure you check it out.

329 Eastern Ave, Herkimer
Affordable 2 family.
Both apartments are
2BR, 1 bath. Tenants
pay all utilities. Owner
financing available
with minimum 15%
down based on credit
score.

REDUCED & OPEN HOUSE SATURDAY, July 11th
11:30am to 12:30pm
566 Pine Ave, Herkimer
Very lovely Raised Ranch with
tons of space! 1st floor
includes 3BRs, 1 full bath,
LR, FR or den, large eat-in kitchen and formal DR. Fully
finished basement has 1 BR, 1 full bath, family room,
utility/laundry room, storage room, play area. Nice hardwoods, central air, flexible floor plan, detached garage, yard.
Owners are looking for offers!

±-MRZIWXIHLIEZMP]MRWSMP
EQIRHQIRXWIEVP]SR
[MXLTSYRHWSJPMQI
ERRYEPP]YRXMPXLIGEPGMYQ
content was right and with
TVSHYGXWJVSQ0ERGEWXIV%K
4VSHYGXWERH(V 4EYP(IXPSJJ 8LMWPSRKXIVQWXVEXIK]
has improved all phases of
XLISTIVEXMSR-GERXIPPMX´W
[SVOMRK[LIRXLIGS[WNYWX
[EPOF]XLIQMRIVEPJIIHIV²
said Stratton.

25% of his calves right with
his cow herd. He told how
important it was to an
all-grass operation to raise
]SYRKWXSGOXLEXPIEVRLS[
XSKVE^IORS[XLITEHHSGO
VSYXMRIERHEHETXXSXLI
IRZMVSRQIRX 8LI]WXE]
[MXLXLIMVQSQWJSVXS
months before moving to
XLIMVS[RTEWXYVIW]WXIQ

%JXIV0YRGLERHEHMZIVWI
WEQTPMRKSJ3VKERMG:EPPI]
'SSTIVEXMZITVSHYGXWERH
IHYGEXMSREPQEXIVMEPWJVSQ
23*%2=JEVQIVWVSXEXIH
XLVSYKL
three
Staff veterinarian for
HMWGYW3VKERMG:EPPI]'6344
sion sta'SSTIVEXMZI+Y].SHEVWOM
tions on
was on hand to share his
animal
TIVWTIGXMZISRTEWXYVI
health
conditions and animal health. UYIWHe stresses the biologitions,
cal relationships between
HEMV]
WSMPJIVXMPMX] JSVEKIUYEPMX]
RYXVMXMSR
RYXVMXMSRERHERMQEPLIEPXL
and
MRKVE^MRKW]WXIQW,I[EW
organic
MRXVMKYIHF]XLIEQSYRXSJ
transiHMZIVWITPERXWERH±[IIHW²
tion and
XLIGS[WTMGOIHSZIV
YWMRKE
grazing
±8LIVI´WEPSXSJORS[PIHKI planning
NYWXF]XEOMRKXLIXMQIXS
chart.
watch the cows. See, the
RYVWIGEPZIWEVIWXIEPMRK
)*7
grass from their mother’s
(EMV]
QSYXLERHPIEVRMRK[LEX
Herd
JSSHWEVIKSSH²WEMH
1EREKIV*MSRE,EVVEVJVSQ
.SHEVWOM/EVIR,SJJQER
RIEVF],EQMPXSR2=WEMH
26'7%RMQEP7GMIRXMWXEPWS
±-PMOIWIIMRKLS[SXLIV
chimed in on the intricacies
graziers are managing and
SJKVEWWFEWIHRYXVMXMSRERH LEZMRKXLISTTSVXYRMX]XS
XLIMQTSVXERGISJXLI¾SVE QIIXPMOIQMRHIHJEVQIVW
MRXLIVYQIREWEFMSPSKMGEP 0IEVRMRKQSVIEFSYXKVE^MRK
GEXEP]WXJSVWSMPQMGVSFIW
management and the imRefractometer brix readings TSVXERGISJOIITMRKKVE^MRK
GSR½VQIH[L]XLIGS[W
VIGSVHWEVIOI]²1EVZMR
were eating them as higher
ERH:MGOMI&EVVSRSJ,MKL
WYKEVW[IVIJSYRHMRXLI
7O]*EVQWMR2I[0MWFSR
FYVHSGOHERHIPMSRERH
2=GEQIXSPIEVREFSYXSVorchardgrass leaves.
KERMGXVERWMXMSR ±;IRIIHIHXSWII[LEXMXXSSOXSFI
8LIVSFYWXGEPZIWHVI[
SVKERMGKVEWWJIH-XLIPTIH
TPIRX]SJE[IW(EZIVEMWIW to see how other people

EVIWYGGIWWJYPP]TVSHYGMRK
JSVXLMWI\GMXMRKQEVOIX²
2EXMSREPP]EGGPEMQIHKVE^MRK
GSRWYPXERX7EVEL*PEGOJVSQ
RSVXLIVR:IVQSRXGEQI
LSYVWWSYXLXSIRNS]XLI
program. “The plant diverWMX]ERHWIIMRKXLIQEKRM½cent condition of the cows
MRTIEOTVSHYGXMSR[EWE
VIEPXVIEX-X[EW[IPP[SVXL
XLIPSRKHVMZI²
%WMWGYWXSQEV]JSV.YRI
XLIHE]IRHIH[MXL(EZI
ERH1MGLIPPIGMVGYQZIRXMRK
XLIWEPYXEXMSRWMRPMIYSJ

LE]QEOMRK %JEVQIV´W[SVO
MWVEVIP]HSRI ±-RWTMVEXMSR
I\MWXWFYXMXLEWXS½RHYW
[SVOMRK²b4EFPS4MGEWWS
8LMWIZIRX[EWTVSHYGIH
F]23*%2=[MXLKVEGMSYW
WYTTSVXJVSQ7XSRI1MPP
(EMV]*EVQXLI97(%6MWO
1EREKIQIRX%KIRG]ERH
3VKERMG:EPPI]'6344
Cooperative and help from
1EHMWSR'S 7;'(ERHXLI
2=+0'*SVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRGSRXEGX&IXLER];EPPMW
(EMV] 0MZIWXSGO'SSVHMREXSVEX  SV
FIXLER]$RSJER]SVKT
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Family of Vermont gold rush veteran publishes his memoir
By WILSON RING
Associated Press

Tennessee to escape the Arctic cold,
even after death.

MONTPELIER,Vt. (AP) _ The stories
of a Vermont farmer who spent years
moiling for gold in the Canadian Yukon
might have remained in the hand-typed
and bound edition that was
passed around by his family
for decades until a grandson
heard a talk about the gold
rush of the 1890s.

Middlebury College history Professor Kathryn Morse, who wrote a
book about the gold rush called ``The
Nature of Gold,’ ’ said that by the 1890s

Gold was discovered in the Yukon in
1896, fueling the rush that began the
next year and lasted until around the
turn of the century when the easy-to½RHKSPHLEHHMWETTIEVIH1SVWIWEMH
During his years outside of Vermont,
George G. Shaw wrote one letter
home. It was dated June 23, 1898, from
Dawson, Northwest Territories.

The tale of how George
G. Shaw set out to seek his
fortune was family lore: the
stories he told were taken
down by hand over the years,
then hand-typed by his granddaughter and bound as gifts
for his descendants.

,I[VSXISJDD[MRXIVHVMJXMRKSR
Bonanza creek’’ and clearing $2,000,
which didn’t cover much because of
the high cost of ``grub and everything
IPWI´ ´MRGPYHMRKEFEKSJ¾SYVJSV
,ILEYPIHWPIHWXLVSYKLXLI[MPHIVness because dogs were too expensive.

Now, Shaw’s exploits are the
subject of a new book, ``To
the Klondike and Back, 18941901,’ ’ the story of the Bridport farm boy who ended up
in the Yukon after hearing of
the gold strike then returned
after amassing a fortune that
would approach a half-million
dollars today.
``I never thought of having it
published. It was just a family
history, something to keep
within the family,’ ’ said Ann G. Shaw,
83, now living in Florida, the widow of
George B. Shaw, the son of the prospector who hand-wrote his father’s
stories over the years. ``Then when
this came, I had no idea it would be of
interest this many years later.’ ’
One of Shaw’s grandsons, Gary Payne,
happened to attend a talk about the
gold rush at a library in Vergennes.
The speaker put him in touch with a
publisher who saw the value of Shaw’s
story.
The Yukon gold rush was a time
immortalized by Jack London’s book
``The Call of the Wild,’ ’ the story of
the sled dog Buck that escapes humanity and goes wild, or the Cremation
of Sam McGee, the Robert Service
poem about the efforts of a man from

Bridport in 1890. In 1894, he headed
west to Seattle and lived with an uncle
while working as a lumberjack and putting away some savings that he ended
up using to fund his journey to the
KSPH½IPHWERH'EREHEERH%PEWOE

,I[VSXIDD8LIVIMWQSRI]MRMXEPP
right and I am in here to get all I can.’ ’
,IWXE]IHXLVIIQSVI]IEVW&IJSVI
leaving he sold his claims in the Yukon
JSVMR97FMPPW,I
added to that another $3,000 he’d
accumulated from his mining efforts. It
would be valued at roughly $420,000
in 2014 dollars.
the railroads had made cross-country
travel relatively easy and many easterners made the trek west, intending
to return home after their years in the
KSPH½IPHW %XXLIWEQIXMQIXLIVI
was a deep economic depression that
made it hard for young men to get a
start on their own.
``This was one avenue in which they
imagined they could have an adventure, escape from the constraints of
their either industrial boring lives or
their provincial, rural boring lives, avoid
marriage and maybe gain some capital
in order to perhaps come home and
get some land or get a better job,’ ’ said
Morse.
+ISVKI+7LE[½XXLITVS½PI,I
was born in Long Lake, New York in
,MWJEQMP]QSZIHXSEJEVQMR

George G. Shaw returned to Vermont
in 1901, bought a farm in Bridport and
stayed there until his death in 1958, all
the while telling his stories to his son,
George B. Shaw, who died in 1995 after he’d written up the stories by hand.
George B. Shaw’s daughter, Erin Shaw
Pastuszenski, 57, of New York who
typed the stories in 1980, which were
bound into volumes intended for the
family, said her father worked on the
JEVQQSWXSJLMWPMJI,IHMHR´XKIXLMW
GED until he was an adult and the
family was living in Arizona.
DD,IVIQIQFIVIHXLMRKWWS[IPP´ ´WLI
said. ``I feel a lot of pride that my dad
did that.’ ’ T
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A SMALL REQUEST

Did you know?

by Joan Scharf

(MRMRKSYXHSSVW[LIRXLI[IEXLIVMW[EVQGERQEOIJSV
ETPIEWERXGLERKISJTEGI;LMPIGIVXEMREWTIGXWSJIEXMRK
SYXWMHIGERFIIRXMGMRK1SXLIV2EXYVIGERWSQIXMQIW
GSQTPMGEXIXLII\TIVMIRGI;MRHMWSRIGLEPPIRKIXSHMRMRK
SYXWMHIEWHMRIVWQE]½RHXLIQWIPZIWGLEWMRKTETIVRETOMRW
SVEMVFSVRITPEWXMGGYTWSR[MRH]EJXIVRSSRWSVIZIRMRKW
8SWEJIKYEVHEKEMRWXXLI[MRHVIP]SRVIYWEFPILIEZ]TPEWXMG
items that are less likely to blow away in the wind. Also,
OIITXEFPIGPSXLWMRTPEGI[MXLEJI[WYTTPMIW9WIEKVSQQIXQEOMRKXSSPXSTYRGLLSPIWMRXSXLIXEFPIGPSXLERH
EXXEGLTPEWXMGSVQIXEPKVSQQIXW4PEGIXLIXEFPIGPSXLSR
XLIXEFPIERHWPMTEXLMRFYRKIIGSVHJEWXIRIVXSEKVSQQIX
on the underside of the table. Stretch the cord across to
EKVSQQIXSRXLISXLIVWMHISJXLIXEFPIGPSXLERHWIGYVI
8[SSVXLVIIWIXWSJKVSQQIXWERHFYRKIIGSVHWQE]FI
EPP]SYRIIHXSOIITXLIXEFPIGPSXLMRTPEGIERHIRNS]ER
interruption-free meal outside.

“Dance with me, Daddy”
I pretended I didn’t hear
her.
“Daddy, I want you to
dance with me …please?”
1]½ZI]IEVSPHHEYKLXIV
was persistent.
±/EHIRGI-´Q[EXGLMRKE
TVSKVEQSRXIPIZMWMSRVMKLX
now.”
“I know, but can’t you stop
[EXGLMRKMX#²
8LIQSZMI[EWEKSSH
one.
“Honey, I’ll dance with
you some other time, ok? I
want to see the rest of this
TVSKVEQ;L]HSR´X]SY
½RHWSQIXLMRKIPWIXSHS#

,S[EFSYXGSPSVMRKMRSRI
of your color books?”
7LIPIJX[MXLSYXWE]MRK
ER]XLMRK7MRGIRSSRI
else was home, I kept half
an ear tuned to what she
was up to, and was reassured to hear sounds of
VYWXPMRKTETIVERHXLIWSJX
GPMGOGPEGOMRKSJGVE]SRWSR
the kitchen table. It wasn’t
PSRKFIJSVIWLIGEQI
FEGOMRXSXLIPMZMRK
room and fastened a sheet
of paper on the end of the
GSYGL[MXLX[SPSRKTMIGIW
of tape. She returned to the
kitchen.
A few minutes later I heard
her call,“Daddy, did you read
the note?”
“No, was I supposed to?”
“Yes, I wrote it for you.”

;MXLQ]
attention
still on the
QSZMI-
reached
SZIVERH
pulled the
paper off
the couch.
In her
childish
scrawl she
had printed
across the
top part of
the sheet:
“Dear
Daddy. I
PSZI]SY
Kadence”
On the
lower
part was a
HVE[MRKSJ
X[SLEPZIW
of a heart,
LIEZMP]GSPSVIHMRFVMKLX
VIH6EMWMRKQ]ZSMGIWSWLI
GSYPHLIEVQI-WEMH±-KSX
your note, Kadence. Thank
you. It’s really cute.”

7LIIHKIHMRXSXLIVSSQ
from the kitchen doorway,
her little face serious.
“It’s not supposed to be
cute, Daddy. It’s a broken
heart.” T

Fortune Telling
Mother’s coming; buy some tea bags, quick!
by Joseph A. Parzych

1][MJI´WQSXLIVPSZIHXS
XIPPJSVXYRIWF]VIEHMRKXIE
PIEZIW7LIEP[E]WMRWMWXIH
XLEX[ILEZIEGYTSJXIE
[LIR[IZMWMXIH7LIYWIH
PSSWIXIEPIEZIWXIEFEKW
were out. Since I was an
I\GEZEXMRKGSRXVEGXSV
she always saw hordes of
QIRMRXLIPIEZIW[SVOMRK
SRELMKL[E]TVIHMGXMRK
I would soon be in their
midst. But I worked mostly electric and telephone
on pipelines for steam,
ductwork and manholes
EXXLI9RMZIVWMX]SJ1%
in Amherst for the better
part of 4 years. I also spent
X[S]IEVWI\GEZEXMRKJSV
FYMPHMRKJSYRHEXMSRWEX
;IWXSZIV%MV*SVGI&EWI
in Chicopee, Ma, but she
OITXTVIHMGXMRKLMKL[E]
[SVO-IZIRXYEPP]HMH[SVO
SRXLIMRXIVWXEXILMKL[E]WFYXPSRKEJXIVWLI´H
KMZIRYTVIEHMRKXIEPIEZIW
1][MJI´WSXLIVVIPEXMZIW
predicted I would surely fail
in business because I was
ERSZIVIHYGEXIHMHMSX[LS
VERLIEZ]IUYMTQIRXF]
day and wrote for publicaXMSREXRMKLX1]QSXLIV

±=SY´HFIXXIVPSSOEKEMR²-
WEMH±&IGEYWI]SYVHEYKLXIV´WXLVIIQSRXLWEPSRK²

in-law was worried that
XLI][IVIVMKLXMRXLIMV
prediction.
My mother-in-law was
LSTMRKJSVKVERHGLMPHVIR
FYXWLIRIZIVWE[ER]MR
XLIXIEPIEZIWIZIR[LIR
LIVHEYKLXIV[EWTVIKRERX
Perhaps it was because she
felt it was not wise for us
XSLEZIGLMPHVIRNYWX]IX
“Are you sure, you don’t
see any,” I asked.
She shook her head, sadly,
“ I’m sorry, but there’s no
baby anywhere in the
PIEZIW²

She did not think that
was at all funny, and she
RIZIVVIEHSYVXIEPIEZIW
RSVIZIRSJJIVIHYWXIE
YRXMP[ITVSWTIVIHIRSYKL
XSFY]EQSXSVLSQI;I
HVSZIXSWIILIVMRMXERH
welcomed her to come
inside to sit for a cup of
tea. She accepted.The tea
PIEZIW[IVIWEJIP]GSR½RIH
XSXIEFEKWWSXLIVI[EW
RSQIRXMSRSJLIVVIEHMRK
XLIPIEZIW8LEXGYTSJXIE
LIEPIHXLIFVIIGL;I
KSXEPSRKNYWX½RIEJXIV
XLEXERHWLIEKEMRFIKER
SJJIVMRKYWXIE[LIR[I
ZMWMXIHFYXWLIHMHRSXVIEH
XLIPIEZIW-JIPXFEHEFSYX
QEOMRKPMKLXSJLIVJEMPYVI
XSWIIEFEF]MRXLIPIEZIW
WMRGILIVHEYKLXIVLEH
FIIRSFZMSYWP]TVIKRERX
I did a lot of work around
her home to compensate
ERH[IHIZIPSTIHEKSSH
relationship despite my
IVVSVMRXVIEXMRKLIVXIE
PIEJVIEHMRKPMKLXP] T
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“Furriner” Wins Over Old Yankee
,IVLYWFERH']VYWSRXLI
SXLIVLERHPSZIHLMWJEMXLJYP
old truck and hoped to get
MXVYRRMRKEKEMRWSQIHE]
Vandals had let it roll down
the hill to its present resting
place in hopes of getting
MXWXEVXIH*EMPMRKXLEXXLI]
tore out the ignition wires
ERHHMWXVMFYXSVGETWSRFSXL
sides of the V-8 engine.

By Joseph A. Parzych
I was in college when I
was courting my wife. She
sometimes spent weekends
on her mother and stepfather’s farm.To make a good
MQTVIWWMSRSRQ]½VWXZMWMX
I came all decked out in a
REZ]FPYIFPE^IVWTSVXMRK
KSPHFYXXSRWKVE]WPEGOW
[MXLEVE^SVWLEVTGVIEWIE
[LMXIWLMVXRIGOXMIXMIHMRE
Windsor knot and held in
place with a gold tie clasp
to match my gold cuff links. I
wore penny loafers polished
XSETEXIRXPIEXLIVWLMRI
ERHLEHQ]LEMVGSQFIHMR
ER)PZMW4VIWPI]WX]PI
My date’s stepfather was an
old Yankee with a gramQEVWGLSSPIHYGEXMSRMJ
XLEX[LS[ERXIHRSXVYGO

with “furriners or edicated
HERHMIW²&IMRKSJ4SPMWL
I\XVEGXMSR-UYEPM½IHMRFSXL
categories. He could hardly
WXERHXSPSSOEXQIERH
[LIRLIHMH-XLSYKLXLI
was going to throw up. He
uttered not one word to
me. Later he offered my fuXYVIFVMHIELYRHVIHHSPPEVW
if she’d marry someone else.
,MW[MJI[LS[EWER
YRHSGYQIRXIHEPMIRYRFIORS[RWXXSLMQWIIQIH
to accept me despite the
GSPPIKIFS]KIXYTERHXLEX
I was an admitted Catholic.
I wasn’t off to the greatest
WXEVX;LEXWEZIHQI[EW
an old Ford dump truck that
WXSSHMRE½IPHMRJYPPZMI[
of the highway. Her mission
in life was to get “that old
piece of junk’ hauled off to a
junkyard.

4SSV']VYW[EWWYFNIGXXS
ERYRVIPIRXMRKLEVERKYIF]
LMWLIPTQEXIVIRI[IH[MXL
WSQIZMKSVEXQ]ETTIEVERGIMRQ]KVERHSYX½X
±=SY´ZIKSXXSKIXVMHSJ
that eye-sore. It is a disgrace
XSLEZIMXWMXXMRKXLIVI-X
will cost way more than it’s
worth to get it towed to a
KEVEKIERHLEZIMX½\IHMJ
XLEX´WTSWWMFPI²
3RIHE][LIR']VYWERH
his sharp tongued wife were
E[E]-TYXSRHYRKEVIIW
ERHEXIIWLMVXKSXMKRMXMSR
[MVIWERHHMWXVMFYXSVGETWEX
ENYRO]EVHVI[MVIHXLIIRKMRITSYVIHKEWMRXLIXERO
KEZIXLIGEVFYVIXSVEHVMRO
YWIHXLIFEXXIV]JVSQQ]
car and after a little whirring
SJXLIWXEVXIVXLIIRKMRI
roared to life.With the
IRKMRIVYRRMRK-W[MXGLIH
FEXXIVMIWXSGLEVKIXLIXVYGO
FEXXIV]
0EXIVXLEXHE][LIRXLI
JSPOWKSXLSQIXLIXVYGO
stood in the yard. Cyrus act-

Interlude
by Joan O. Scharf

7LIKMKKPIHWSJXP]EKEMRWXLMWRIGOPSZMRK
LMQJSVXLILYQSV ±2S-´QOIITMRKQ]
toes out of the way.”
8LIX[SSJXLIQLYWFERHERH[MJI
QSZIHEWSRIXSXLIWPS[XIQTSSJXLI %FWSVFIHMRIEGLSXLIVMRXLIQYWMG
music. They had danced to this song in
ERHMRXLIQSQIRXXLI]HMHR´XWIIQXS
XLITEWXW[E]MRKHMTTMRKWQMPMRK
notice Aunt Annie and Uncle Jim raise
,I[EWPIWWXLERIRXLYWMEWXMGEFSYXEX- their wine glasses in a Merlot salute as
XIRHMRKXSRMKLX,S[IZIVFIMRKJSRHSJ they made the turn near them. They
LMW½VWXGSYWMR-WEFIPPELIGSRWIRXIHXS didn’t seem to see white gowned Isacome to her wedding reception despite FIPPEFPS[EOMWWMRXLIMVHMVIGXMSR[LIR
XLI]TEWWIHF]XLIFVMHEPXEFPI 8LI]
his reluctance. He hadn’t danced in a
HMHR´XTE]EXXIRXMSRXS7EPP]´WPMXXPIFS]
long time. Not since his return home
LMWVIHFS[XMIEWOI[WXEVMRK[MXL[MHI
from Afghanistan last fall. It was only
after a satisfying dinner and two Margar- eyes as they spun around in front of
LMQRSVXS+VERHQE.SWITLMRIWMXXMRK
itas that he let his wife persuade him.
EXEXEFPIHEFFMRKLIVI]IW[MXLELERO]
;LIRXLIWSRKFIKERXLI]XLVIEHIH
8LI][IVISRP]ZEKYIP]E[EVISJXLI
XLIMV[E]FIX[IIRXEFPIWXSNSMRXLI
KVSYTWSJJVMIRHWWXERHMRK[MXLXLYQFW
EPVIEH]GVS[HIHHERGI¾SSV+VEHYEPP] YTEWXLI]KPMHIHF]
EPQSWX[MXLSYXFIMRKRSXMGIHGSYTPIW
3RIWSRKQSVTLIHMRXSERSXLIV
JEHIHE[E]SRIF]SRIPIEZMRKXLI
ERHLMWEVQWFIGEQIXMVIH
,IVPIKW
HERGI¾SSVXSXLIQ %WLILIPHLIVWLI
[VETTIHMREPSRKVSWIWMPOWOMVX
VIPIERIHLIVLIEHSRLMWGLIWXERH[MXL
QEMRIHHVETIHKVEGIJYPP]SZIVXLIWMHI
FSXLLIVEVQWPEGIHSZIVLMWWLSYPHIVW
of his chair as he rolled to the edge of
they circled and turned in slow easy
XLIHERGI¾SSV,IVLIEHWPS[P]PMJXIH
twirls.
from the wilting white cotton of his
,IFIRXLMWLIEHXSLIVIEVERH[LMWWLSYPHIVERHLIVEVQWWPMTTIHJVSQLMW
TIVIH±-´QRSXWXITTMRKSR]SYVJIIX
neck as the music faded away. T
am I?”

ed leery; perhaps suspecting
I’d dragged it up from the
½IPHMRTVITEVEXMSRJSVXLI
junkyard wrecker to haul it
E[E];LIR-½VIHYTXLI
IRKMRILIGSYPHSRP]FIEQ
,I[EWFIKMRRMRKXSWSJXIR
and I was half way there.
The next opportunity to
[MRLMQSZIV[EWXLIHE]
they’d gone to the Bellows
*EPPW'EXXPI%YGXMSR&EVR
[LIR-EVVMZIHXSZMWMXQ]
future wife. It got later and
later; way past milking time.
-XSSOSJJQ]HVIWWGPSXLIW
[LMGL[IVIRS[EFMXQSVI
GEWYEPERHTYXSR']´WFEVR
FSSXWERHSZIVEPPW[IRXSYX
XSXLIFEVRERHQMPOIHXLI
cows with his Surge milking
machine. I stripped the
YHHIVWHV]WXVEMRIHXLIQMPO
and put it in the cooler. My
[MJIXSFILIPTIHQIJIIH
the cows hay that I’d thrown
down from the hayloft. I
cleaned the gutters and put
JVIWLFIHHMRKHS[RJSVXLI
cows.
It was long after dark when
Cyrus and his wife with her
serpent toothed tongue
HVSZIMRXSXLI]EVH;I
GSYPHLIEVLIVFIVEXMRKLMQ

FIJSVIXLI]KSXSYXSJXLI
car.
±2S[PSSO[LEX]SY´ZI
done.The cows will all
HV]YTERHXLIR[LEX[MPP
you do with no milk check
coming in? You had to go
XSXLEXHEQRIHEYGXMSRERH
what for? You weren’t going
XSFY]ER]XLMRK=SYNYWX
[ERXIHXSFPEF]SYVLIEH
off with those other stupid
JEVQIVW[LS[IVIFPEFFMRK
their heads off when they
WLSYPHLEZIFIIRLSQI
XIRHMRKXSFYWMRIWWNYWXPMOI
]SYWLSYPHLEZIFIIRHSMRK
instead of letting all the
cows dry up.”
±']VYWNYWXLYRKLMWLIEH
KSXMRXSLMWSZIVEPPWERH
FSSXWERHLYVVMIHSYXXS
XLIFEVR,IWSSRGEQI
FEGOEPPWQMPIW
±;IPP[LEXEVI]SY
KVMRRMRKEFSYX#=SY´ZIKSXE
FEVRJYPPSJGS[W[MXLXLIMV
milk drying up and you’re
standing there grinning like a
JSSP²WLIWEMHI]IW¾EWLMRK
in anger.
±8LIGS[WMWEPPQMPOIHXLI
milk’s in the cooler and the
chores is all done.”

He looked at me sitting
MRQ]TVITT]GPSXLIWERH
WQMPIHEHHMRK±%RHLI[IRX
and done it.”
%JXIVXLEX-GSYPHHSRS
[VSRK1][MJIRIZIVKSX
the $100 marital gift as she
WXMPPQEVVMIHE±JYVVMRIV²FYX
he continued to talk to me.
He told of his early days
working as a teamster at
PYQFIVGEQTWWOMHHMRKPSKW
to a sawmill or down to a
landing on the ConnectiGYX6MZIVJSVWTVMRKPSKKMRK
HVMZIW %JXIVLMWWXVSOILI
EWOIHQIXSHVMZILMQXS
some of the old logging sites.
,ISTIRIHYTEFSYXLMW
JSVQIVPMJI[LIRLIPMZIH
MRPSKKMRKWLERXMIWIEXMRK
MRXLIGSSOWLEGOXEOMRK
part in “wrasslin” matches
that he usually won. After
SYVQEVVMEKI Q][MJIERH
-FSYKLXE8: FYXXLIR
KEZIMXXSXLISPHGSYTPI
½KYVMRKXLI]´HIRNS]MXQSVI
XLER[I[SYPHWMRGIXLI]´H
KMZIRYTJEVQMRKQEOMRKXLI
HE]WPSRKERHXLIIZIRMRKW
IZIRPSRKIV']VYWVIEPP]
GEQIFEGOXSPMJI[LIRLI
HMWGSZIVIHLIGSYPH[EXGL
±[VEWWPMR²SRXLI±XIPP]ZMsion.” T
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“Many of life’s failures are people who did not realize how close
they were to success when they gave up.” — Thomas A. Edison
ANSWERS
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Mohawk Valley’s Erie Canal

Canal Side Inn
do something with the
food.You don’t just boil it,
butter it, then dish it out.” In
a fashion Ms. Childs would
appreciate James Aufmuth,
proprietor and chef, carefully
prepares savory gratins, succulent steaks; cheese plates
featuring local offerings and
in season fruits, pastries, and
crudites as someone with
only his unique background
could prepare.

By Lisa Lauritsen
Hemmed into the landscape of the tranquil Canal
and adventure of Moss
Island; the beautiful gardens
of Canal Place, artisan shops,
eco salon and gallery on
lower Anne Street, Little
Falls, lies a cozy bistro

serving authentic French
cuisine every bit as delicious
as it is rare.The Canal Side
Inn and Restaraunt is a place
of unpretentious culinary
excellence. French- American chef, Julia Child, once
said,“What is continually
pleasing about the French
way of cooking is that you

In the early 1970’s, after
graduating with a degree in
sociology James forged an
unexpected path to master
French cuisine. First he
traveled to New Orleans,
where he rubbed elbows
with notable Creole chefs,
then to Paris where he took
on apprenticeships under
honored chefs of the region.
Over the course of ten
]IEVWLIPIEVRIH½VWXLERH

XLIEVXSJ¾EQFIXSYVRII
chiffonade and other unique
methods of French food
preparation.The result is a
full menu of authentic fare
that is consistantly pleasing.
Aufmuth sparked an ambiXMSYWFYXYR[EZIVMRK¾EQI
when he opened The Canal
Side Inn and Restaurant, in
1982. Aside from an auto
parts retailer many of the
now bustling store fronts
were vaulted by storage. In
the middle of what is now
a pastoral park lined with
artful gardens and a stage
that boasts Shakespeare
each summer, big bands, and
young visitors who playfully
perform for their families,
stood a towering shell of a
depot; a vestige of the old
shoe making hay days of
Little Falls industry turned
shadow maker.The potential

Frankfort Harbor Marina & Park
- a bright future
by Al Dorantes
The Frankfort Harbor Marina & Park is on a natural inlet
that allows boaters to launch and dock without dealing with
the impacts of waves and currents from the Mohawk River
and New York State Canal System.The Frankfort Marina is a
diamond in the rough. With big plans for development, this
jewel of a marina will get even brighter.
The Village of Frankfort is in the process of purchasing 11
acres from Canal Corp with the idea of developing a portion of the area into a new RV park for 2016. The RV sites
will include water, sewer, cable TV and WiFi. Additional plans
call for the installation of a dozen rental cabin units right on
the water. The cabins would resemble tiny log cabins and
would be available for rental all year. The existing building
[MPPFIGSQIXLISJ½GIJSVXLILEVFSVQEWXIV[LS[MPPLERdle the RV and cabin rentals, and the marina in general. The
development plans also call for the addition of tables and
grills to the picnic area. The plan even calls for the building
of a gazebo for events like weddings and an amphitheater.
One key to the development is the relocation of docks and
slips to the harbor’s south side. The existing bulkhead will
accommodate larger vessels. A kayak launch is also part
of the plan. With kayaking’s popularity it is a sure draw for
the Frankfort Marina and will be a good combination with
the free public boat launch already in place.The village of
Frankfort recently received a grant from Herkimer Country
Health Net to install exercise equipment on the nature trail
near the Marina.

One of the highlights of the year for the Frankfort marina comes, ironically enough, when the canal is closed. The
Frankfort Marina hosts Christmas at the Marina. The community fundraiser includes a parade through the village to
the Marina, a visit from Santa Claus, Christmas carols from
the Frankfort Schuyler Central School choir, and a Christmas
XVIIPMKLXMRKJSPPS[IHF]½VI[SVOW
The future for the Frankfort Marina includes more community events like Christmas at the Marina. One possibility that
has been proposed is showing movies at the Marina on a
JSSXMR¾EXEFPIWGVIIR
The Frankfort Harbor Marina & Park has a bright future.
For more information go to: villageoffrankfortny.org T

he saw is so characteristic
of the small city’s spirit
to endure tough times; a
phenomenon most new
comers describe simply as
±PSZIEX½VWXWMKLX² %PQSWX
immediately The Canal Side
Inn raised interest from
residents and tourists alike
and has been a destination
spot for over two decades.
It was no doubt a catalyst to
the areas ressugence.
This is a place to woo a new
love, treat friends from out
of town, or simply indulge

in an ethereal brûlée and a
glass of Vouvray after work.
The company of boaters
and cyclists have complimented many of my meals
EXXLMWSEWMWSJ½RIJSSH
Anyone seeking an extraordinary gastronomical experience at a fair price in an
unpretentious setting would
fare well dining at The Canal
4PEGI-RR8LIWIGSRH¾SSV
boasts three gorgeous suites
with kitchenette amenities
perfect for longer stays in
the pleasant city. T
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Voss at the Ilion Marina
by Al Dorantes

Voss’s BBQ, a summertime landmark in Yorkville, New York
has followed the Erie Canal east and landed at the Ilion
Marina.
Voss’s BBQ started in Yorkville in 1938 as an ice cream
stand. Greg Voss explained that his grandfather had a dairy
and the ice cream stand was natural extension of the dairy.
They eventually added BBQ and all American fare; hotdogs,
hamburgers, French fries, and of course, ice cream. Voss
sells 100,000 hotdogs per season at their 3 locations. Many
of those hotdogs get dressed with Voss’s homemade, family
recipe chili. They make 64 quarts of the popular condiment
for the three Voss locations every day. They are also whipping up 6 gallons of their BBQ sauce daily.
In the narrow building at the Ilion Marina Voss uses 4
or 5 people per shift to sling hotdogs, hamburgers, and
milkshakes to customers who line up from the time they
open until late into the evening. 7 full time employees are
managed by 4th generation Voss, Ken Voss.
Greg Voss explained,“Our secret is reasonable prices. We

know that money is tight. We’re affordable. You can feed a
family and go away full.” While Voss at the Ilion Marina does
RSXWIVZI½WLSR*VMHE]WXLI]HSTLIRSQIREPP][MXLGLMGOIR
nuggets and chicken tenders
“Ilion has embraced us,” Greg Voss said. “We love the
valley. What a beautiful park”
Whether you are boating down the canal, grabbing a quick
lunch during work, or if you happen to be driving by stop
into Voss at the Ilion Marina and grab yourself a snack. I
suggest the chili dog with a side of fries. And do not forget
the ice cream. T

Aqua Vino and Utica’s Historic Marina
farmers market
at Union
Station is also
just a short
distance away.
Another popular attraction
is the F.X. Matt
Brewery is less
than 2 miles
away.

by Al Dorantes
Boaters traveling on the New York
7XEXI'EREP7]WXIQ[MPP½RHGEWYEP½RI
dining as easy as docking their vessel at
Aqua Vino and Utica’s Historic Marina.
Nautical themed colors greet boaters
and diners alike. With over 200 feet
of bulkhead the Utica’s Historic Marina
offers plenty of space to tie up for dinner or for overnight stays. They have
[EXIVIPIGXVMGERH[M½3ZIVRMKLXWXE]W
will cost transit boaters $1/foot/night.
Beverly Esche, manager of Aqua Vino
and dock master by proxy, explained
that they had 2 boats stay a couple
nights because of recent high water
down the canal.
There are many options for boaters
close by. Beverly Esche explained that
the bike trail is just the other side of
the bridge and boaters (who usually
travel with bikes on board) or bikers
can ride all the way to Rome. The

Rob Esche
and Alicia
Dicks, owners
of Aqua Vino,
have a mission
to provide
unadulterated food giving you the
YPXMQEXI½IPHXSJSVOHMRMRKI\TIVMIRGI
The philosophy of “growing our family
one plate at a time” is taken to heart
at Aqua Vino. Every meal is prepared
with that mantra.
Beverly Esche, restaurant manager
said,“We offer people a great opportunity to dine on the water.”
Aqua Vino offers a diverse menu with
specialties that include a Tomahawk
steak, a gigantic ribeye steak from the
heart of the “prime rib roast.” The
massive Tomahawk steak weighs in at
a staggering 30-45 ounces. The meat
is scrapped from the bone leaving the
“handle” resembling a Native American’s Tomahawk. Each Tomahawk steak
is custom cut per order ensuring the
best, picture perfect steak. Another specialty is veal Saltimbocca; veal
medallions sauteed with mushrooms,

escarole, prosciutto and mozzarella
½RMWLIH[MXLEPMKLXWLIVV]WEYGI
Aqua Vino also offers gluten free menu
options.
Geno’s Utica greens; escarole, hot
cherry peppers, prosciutto and garlic
sauteed with oreganato mix and
imported Romano and Parmesan
cheeses, and chicken riggies; juicy boneless chicken sauteed with onions and
peppers in a light tomato cream sauce
over rigatoni pasta, are Utica staples
and treats for transit boaters.
Do not forget to leave room for
dessert. Homemade cheese cake,
chocolate lava cake, or Limoncello
Mascarpone cake are a perfect way to
½RMWLXLIQIEP
Aqua Vino also has a beautiful banquet facility. The banquet hall holds up
to 150 partygoers. Trish LaBella, banquet coordinator, has been with Aqua
Vino since day one, said,“The banquet
room has great view and all around
great dining experience.” Aqua Vino
can handle baby and bridal showers,
graduation parties, weddings, political
and retirement parties, pharmaceutical dinners, holiday parties, or family
reunions. LaBella added,“It’s not just 4
walls. It’s all windows. What a view.”
Whether you are a transit boater
crossing the state along the New York
State Canal System or a local stopping
for dinner, Aqua Vino and Utica’s Historic Marina’s hospitality will make you
feel right at home. For more information go to: aquavinorestaurant.com T
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